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INTRODOCTION
The desire for family financial aeotirlty finds e:q>resslon
In many forms sucb as private savings, acquisition of assets to
p]*ovlde Income during prolonged Illnesses or oldoage, or life
Insurance for the protection of dependents In event of death or
disability of the breadwinner. Financial security Is not neces*
sarlly the ultimate goal of a family. However, the considera-
tion of security does affect a family's pursxiit of a satisfying
life.
Factors which may contribute to or yield a certain degree
of financial security for one family may not necessarily mean
financial secxu-ity to another. A family with a net worth of
$10,000 might feel secure whereas another with a $100,000 net
worth might not. Some families find risk taking adventures en-
joyable and satisfying while others prefer the security of feel-
ing they have the risks "covered". Actual provisions a family
akea do not necessarily create security, but give the family a
basis for feeling more secure than if such provisions had not
been made.
Con^lete financial security for families is In fact unob-
tainable. When the level Is approached, the definition or aspi-
i^atlon of security is redefined to a level of security above
that Just attained. Some of the personal risks of life can be
met through long range remedies. Through education, a person
might develop skills which will enable him to secure and hold a
permanent Job. Special skills will enable him to seek a variety
of en^loyments . An adequate Income will enable famlliee to ae-
quli^ assets or aooumulate savings to provide for unforeseen
Illnesses or old age. While families may have the means to pro-
vide for futiu*e contingencies It still does not mean that they
will necessarily feel secure, but they may feel more secure than
If they had made no provision*
While family financial security Is difficult to define. It
ay be viewed as the absence of forces which create Insecurity.
Kyrk (1953) defines two types of risks which create insecurity
t
personal and economic. i!:conomlc risks are caused by fluctua-
tions In the economy, resulting from such factors as change In
prices. Interest rates, or employment patterns. Such changes
a3?e controlled by the forces of the economy, not by individual
families. However, families theoretically can minimize the Im-
pact of auch endogenous variables through long range financial
planning such as the more recent variable annuities whloh ar«
designed to serve as a hedge against price fluctuations. Per-
sonal risks include such contingencies as disability or death of
the breadwinner due to sickness, accident, or old age. Also In-
cluded are such hazards as fire and theft. Personal risks are
those for which a family may plan to meet through savings,
credit, or Insurance. It Is the personal risks, those over
which the individual has some influence, that are the focus of
this study.
This study Is limited to provisions and plans of families
for future contingencies and personal risks. Risks arising out
of unemployment, price stabilisation, inflation, or technological
advances are not treated In this study. Personal risks Include
certain unforeseen contlngenelea arising from loss of income
through death, disability, or illness of a family member, from
some vinexpected event such as fire or theft, or from increased
eapenditures such as "clean-up expenses" or medical bills. Also
Ineluded are provisions and plana made for future events «hloh
are predictable such as retirement needs and the education of
dependents. Particular attention Is given to the use of life
Insurance as a means for minimising financial insecurity arising
from these personal risks. Opinions held about insurance and
the education of dependent children ax<e also covered.
Objectives
The specifie objectives of this study arei
1. To describe the opinions of rural families toward life
Insurance and education in relation to family financial
security.
2. To describe the actual provisions made by families for
future contingencies.
Some Previous Studies
In recent years Increasing; attention has been given to the
study of factors and provisions affecting family financial se-
curity. Fitssimmona (1950) reported retirement plans of Illi-
nois farm families. The study was based on the eussus^tion that
families in general decide to retire only when they feel rela-
tively seouz**, thus the plans people make can be taken as a
MiBur* of what they believe they require for security. The
data for this atudy were obtained through personal Interview
urveya of famlllea established 15 years or more In order to
gain an Idea of what requirements for security might be.
Most of the cooperating families had not made con^lete
plans for retli^ment. Few bad made wills and many estimated
they would need a smaller retirement Income than they were
spending currently.
Early In the 1950's, In anticipation of the amendment to
Include farm families in the Social Security Act, toxxr state
agricultural experiment stations cooperated with the United
States Department of Agriculture In sux^eys of the provisions
made by rural fandlies for economic security In old age. The
study Included assessments of retirement plans and estimates of
attitudes toward the extension of the Old^ge and Survivors In-
sxiranoe progrvun to farm families. The results were published
Individually by the agricultural experiment stations of Connec-
ticut, Wisconsin, Texas, and Kentucky, and summarized by the
United States Department of Agriculture In "The Farmer and 01d«
Age Security: A Summary Analysis of Four Studies, 195l-5l|^''
(Balll, 1955).
These studies Indicated the need for social security be-
cause few farm operators or farm workers had made adequate pro-
vision for economic security In old age. While farm operators
were better prepared financially for old age than regular farm
workers, less than one-fifth had made definite plans for their
iwtirement needs. Most had not accumulated sufficient capital
aasats to provide for their economic seciirlty In old age*
Concurrent with the studies reported by Belli was the de^
velopment of an Interest by a group of states In the North Cen-
tral region of the possibility of a regional project dealing
with rural family financial security (Fitzslmmons, I961). Two
states, Indiana and Kansas, had already begun research in this
area: Indiana A.E.S. Project No, 792, "Factors Affecting Farm
Fatally Goals," and Kansas A.E.S. Purnell Project No. I96, "Sur-
vey of Financial Management fixperlences as They Relate to Provi-
sions for Financial Security of Farm Paialllea." After a year of
study by a teiiq;>orary Technical Cosimlttee representing most of
the Agricultural Kxperlment Stations in the North Central re-
gion. Project NC-32, "Factors Affecting the Financial Security
of Rural Families," was approved as a North Central Regional
Project for five years beginning in the fiscal year 1956-57.
The overall objectives of the regional project wei?ei
1. To obtain data for purposes of developing criteria
which will serve in estimating the extent of present
financial security among ruz%l families.
2. To analyze the use of rural family resources for ad-
vancement of financial secia'ity and to identify condi-
tions which influence levels of achievement.
3* To make Information available which might be used in
measuring degrees of farm family security and means by
which it may be advanced.
Nine states, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Mlehlgan*
Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, and Wisconsin, in the North Central
region, partioipatod In the pegional project by submitting con-
tributing projects related to some phase of family financial
security in which they were interested. An extensive review of
each state study, and the major results are currently being sum-
marized. This Buaanary publication will Include references to
major publications. (Annual 1961 Report, 1962)
In this thesis only the major contributions of each state
will be presented. Special emphasis Is given to different as-
pects of family financial seovirlty and the procedures and meth-
ods of analysis each used (Fltzslmmons, I961).
Illinois. Illinois' contribution was a sub-project of the
longitudinal study in the state, ''Consuiis>tlon Studies of Farm
Families," which was started In 1925* Farm family expenditure
records had bean kept by cooperating families and summarized for
ptirposes of analysis.
Two contributions were made: one was a case study of the
financial progress and methods used to obtain financial security
of two farm families over a period of 23 years from 1933 to
1955l the second study was concerned with a factor analysis of
farm families' ejq^endltures. Financial records obtained from 59
farm families over a 12-year period, I9I4.6 to 1957, provided data
for the study. Six factors: family size, age of family, age of
husband and wife and length of time of marriage, savings, educa-
tion, end income, were examined for their relationship to farm
families' economic betevlor.
Iowa and Missouri. Iowa and Missouri worked Jointly on
constmer credit and its relation to family financial security.
The study was designed to determine praotleea and attitude*
toward tbe use ol' consun^tlon, pi>oductlon, and real estate
credit. Data were obtained from Interviews with families se-
lected at random In counties which bordered the two states*
Procedures developed in the first study are being tested in a
second study begun In 196ot "Provisions for Short-term and
Long-term Emergencies Arising Because of an Interruption of Fam-
ily Income Flow."
Indiana. A pilot study, "Factors Affecting Farm Family
Goals," was begun in 1955 with the following purposes: to leara
the extent to which families recognise and can express their
goals; to examine the relationship of such factors as stage of
the family life cycle. Income, and tenuis to the nature of fam-
ily goals; and to develop methods by which these relationships
nay be analysed. A five point scale was developed for rating
achievement in regard to goals In order to describe groups of
related goals and to compare groups of families.
A second study was concerned with the advancement of rxiral
family security through the use of family ]?esources. Husband
and wife farm families selected at random from eight counties of
a grain and livestock type of farm aj>ea were interviewed. The
belief ol the cooperating family members as to whether or not
the family would be able to meet emergencies or unusual need for
money was taken to indicate whether or not a family was finan-
cially aeetu?e. On the basis of this division, attributes of
families wore compared for significant associations.
Michigan. Michigan investigated tbe decision-making
process in its relation to the advancement of rural family
financial security. The objectives of the study were: to ob-
tain a realistic and detailed picture of how decisions on flnan>
cial security were made; to determine the Influence of selected
socio-economic factors on seleotoU decision-making practices;
and to compare practices followed in making satiafactoi^ and tin-
satisfactory financial decisions. Data were obtained from pex^-
sonal interviews with farm couples who were at a stage in the
family cycle when axp^nsea would be heavy. The Interviewees
were selected by area sanpline In two Michigan counties.
Nebraska. "Use of Possessed Resources to Advance Rural
Family Financial Security" was the subject of Nebraska's study.
The purposes of tho study were: to inventory family i?eaourcea
and to examios practices and attitudes. Data were obtained in a
low income rural county from middle-aged families who had parti-
cipated previously In a Hesources for the Futui^ Study, en-
titled, "Adjustments Needed in Use of Resources in the Transi-
tional Area."
Ohio, Ohio contributed two studies to the NC-32 regional
project. The first study, "A Study of the Income and Money Dls-
burssmanta of Farm Families In Terms of Inter-Farm-Household
Operation, Management, Family Satisfactions, and Future Plans,"
already underway in 195^, was accepted as a contributing project
to the regional study. The focus of this study was on the young
farm family. Too groups of farm couples married less than ten
years in different economic areas of the state provided data for
the study.
Tbe second study, begun In 1959* *&• "Farm Family Financial
Situations and Proeedui^a In Relation to Economic Ppogress Slnee
Harrlage." The major objective vas to analyse families' eeonomlo
progress, losasured by changes In the net worth, since marriage
and factors relating to It. Husband and wife farm families who
met certain criteria and were living within three counties with
similar agricultural conditions within central Ohio were inter-
viewed.
'Msconsln. The rural aged population were selected for
study in Wisconsin. Data were obtained in 19^7-19?^ ^7 personal
interview from a random saiqple of persona 6$ years of age or
older living in three counties of different economic areas. Se«
cure families were defined as those who felt they could meet any
unusual e::Q>enses that might occur as well as their present ordi-
nary expenses. The late-middle-aged families (age l\.0-i>5) w«r*
studied beginning in I961.
Kansas. A study of 60 selected Kansas farm families was
made by Correll In 195li. (Corrall, 1951+^). The survey was limited
to those families with husbands 50 years and older who had co^-
erated in the Fsirm and Home Management Association Program and
had made financial records available for research studies at
least one year during the period 193l;-5l. The purposes were to
pretest a schedule with a small pilot study, to determine the
feasibility of a larger study, and to detexviine the economic
status of these families, for whom questions of retirement and
financial security for the i*emalnder of their lives Is an impor-
tant issue.
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In 1955> bl largov statewide sts^ey under Kansas Agrloul-
tural B^erlment Station Project Number k^$ "ii^onomlo Status
and Plana for Future Security of Rural Families," waa undertaksn
as a contributing project to HC-32 regional project. The objec-
tives were to estimate the economic status of Kansas farm fami-
lies and to give information as to provisions families are aak-
log to meet selected personal risks whicb might create major
financial difficulty for family living.
The participating families were chosen through a statewide
stratified random sample among the non-urban counties in the ten
economic areas of the state. Data pertaining to 1955 ware col-
lected in I95& by personal interview with 527 farm-operator hus-
band and wife families.
Key socio-economic factors as age, income, net worth, and
area were used to differentiate fai>m operators with respect to
provisions for financial security. Special analyses were made
on the use of credit, the extent of indebtedness and assets held
by famllios, btisiness management practices, farin home and Its
equipment, farm operations, years of schooling, and selected
family characteristics.
Since age, education, net worth, income, and size of eco-
nomic family do not adequately describe the families In tems of
their position in the life cycle, the Morse-Johnston scale was
developed to group families of similar family responsibilities.
Johnston (1957) In her master's thesis, "The Helatlonshlp of
Selected Economic Indices to the Family Life Cycle," tested this
data with the above data.
uKrebs {1961) also used the data obtained In the statewide
1956 survey to study the life Insurance coverage of families and
family members. Her objectives were: To determine the fre-
qtiancy and amount of life Insurance coverage among Kansas farm-
operator families and family members by type of family and to
observe the relationship between Insurance variables and the
selected socio-economic factors: age and education of husbauvl,
slse of family, family net worth, farm and total income. Indebt-
edness, tenure and the degree of planning Indicated for finan-
cial support In the event of death or disability of the husband
or wife.
The Kansas I956 statewide survey data were extensive enough
to permit separate analyses of the data by the ten state eco-
nomic areas, stage In the family life cycle, and credit and In-
surance ei^erience. Kreb's analyses of life Insvirance coverage
by Kansas farm-operator families stimulated further Interest In
the understanding of the relatlooship of life insurance coverage
and family financial security. She reviewed recent surveys mads
specifically to determine the personal, financial, and family
characteristics of life insurance holders and those surveys mad*
in connection with financial security, social security, or re-
lated financial matters which Included questions about Insurance.
One of the more interesting studies, the recent nationwide
siurvey of life insiu'ance ownership conducted for the Institute
of Life Insurance by the Survey Research Center of the Univer-
sity of Michigan, reviewed by Krebs, also dealt with opinions
held toward life Insurance. (Institute of Life Insurance, 1957)
xa
Over 1^,000 families In both rural and urban ax^as repT«aentlng
13,000 Individuals selected by a probability random san^le of
tbe United States were interviewed in 1955* Tbe objeotives of
tbe national sujrvey were: to determine the number of individ-
uals In the [Jnlted States who had life Insurance, both those
owning ln8ux«noe Issued by legal reserve insurance companies and
those insured in other companies; to discover the personal, fi-
nancial, and family characteristics of these policy holders; and
to discover people's attitudes toward life insux^noe.
Other analyses of the 19^6 Kansas data also pointed up the
need for more knowledge about provisions and oontingenoles fami-
lies are making for retirement, their opinions toward life In-
surance and education, and provision for these in tbe family as
two inportant means for affording financial security. In addi-
tion, there was need for more information about the entire rural
population of the state, speeifieally those who live in rural-
nonfarm communities as well as rural farm families.
Thus, in the summer of i960, another statewide survey of a
random sample of rural husband and wife families was made.
Marlon City was one of the units selected at random to be sur-
veyed. Because the data obtained from the Marlon City schedules
represented almost one-half of the Information obtained in the
repeat survey and because the author conducted over 90 per cent
of the Interviews, a separate analysis was made by the author
for the piirpose of this thesla.
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The Master project outline for NC-32 was sufficiently broad
that it allowed the various states to contribute to this broad
area of family financial security In nany ways. Below are sum-
marised different aspects chosen by the respective states which
reflect each state's concept of family financial security and
the contribution each felt best able to make to further the tin-
derstandlng of family financial security.
Illinois utilised its unique longitudinal data and studied
methods used to achieve financial security over an extended
period of time. Indiana developed family goal concepts and used
the Inability to meet emergency expenses as criteria for inse-
curity. Factors related to the use of credit were jointly stu-
died by Iowa and Missouri. Michigan Investigated the decision-
making process in its relation to the advancement of financial
security of middle-aged families. The use of and attitudes
toward "possessed" resources by middle-aged families wer« stu-
died by Nebraska. Ohio investigated the problems of income and
money disbursements of young farm families and in a second study
dealt with the economic progi>e8B of farm families since marriage.
Wisconsin concentrated on age levels: the rural aged family and
in a second study on the late-middle-aged family. Kansas con-
ducted a statewide survey taklnp sufficient schedules to permit
analyses of credit and insurance. This was followed by a second
statewide study, of ruiral families, with special emphasis on in-
surance and education. The city of Marion was Included In the
Asecond survey and a sufficient number of schedules were obtained
to justify a separate analysis which Is presented herewith,
PROCEDURE
The data for the statewide survey, from which the Marlon
data were taken, were obtained In 1960 by personal Interviews
with 200 rural Kansas families. The population was selected at
random by the use of probability sampling. The survey was a
part of the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station Project, Or-
ganized Research Project No. 1^27, "Economic Status and Plans for
Future Security of Rural Families," a contributing project to
Horth Central Regional Research Project NC-32, "Factors Affect-
ing the Financial Security of Rural Families."
Selection of Sample
A list of all persons living in Kansas was available from
the Commissioner of Agrlculttire, Topeka, Kansas, from which the
sanq^le vras d]?awn. The list was compiled by townships or wards
within cities and Included the name, address, age, and sex, as
of July, 1959 • 1'he coiiq>llation is made annually by a state cen-
sus under the supervision of the county assessor and filed with
the State Department of Agrlculttire.
The urban counties, Johnson, Sedgwick, Shawnee, and Wyan-
dotte, as well as cities with 2,500 or more persons were elimi-
nated from consideration, for by definition rural families did
not reside there. The total number of rural persons In the re-
maining areas of the state was 739(6i|i).. The number of rural
1$
families «aa estimated to be 211,327, assuming 3.5 persons per
fatally.
The survey plan was to take approximately 150 schedules In
eight counties* with Inteirvlews concentrated In two rural areas
per co\inty» Eight of the 101 iniral counties were selected at
random, giving each county an equal chanoa of selection. Morton,
Thnsaa, I^ibette, Greenwood, Norton, Republic, Wichita, and Mar-
lon counties were selected. Prom the total number of rural
units (townships or "cities" under 2,500 population) within each
county, two units were selected at random.
Tbo sampling rates for selecting families within the rural
units were conqputed on the basis of tbe number of rural units
within the county. Each county had an 8/101 chance of being
selected, and each township or "city" within each county had a
?Aj^ chance of selection (where T^ equals the number of units In
each county) . Thus the chance of a unit being Included in the
sample was S/lOl X 2/1!^, The number of families desired (150)
divided by the estimated number of families (211,32?) yielded
tha overall sanple fraction of .00071. The saiq>llng rata of
families (f^j) within the units was conputedi
8/101 X sAj X fj, s .00071
therefore:
^
i < s .OOl+lf-S T.
Marlon Cotuty, in which the city of Marion is located, had
36 rural units (Tj). So, the sainpling rate for Marlon County
was .161 (which is .001^8 times 36). Thus, a random sample of
16 per cant of the Marion families was desired.
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Ttie proceaa of seleoting families was complioated by ths
fact that pepsons (and not famUles) were listed In the censiis.
Tbua Judgment bad to be exeroised In determining family unita(
using as a guide the age, sex, name, and addi>es8 of pepsons
listed in •nianairaitop census books* Those names which did not
appeap to be husband and wife families were eliminated from con-
sideration* The renalning naii»s were grouped by what seemed to
be families and were numbered sequentially, thus giving a total
number of "families" In each of the san^le units. The sampling
rate multiplied by the total nrimber of families In each previ-
ously selected unit gave the number of fajjoilies to be included
in the sample.
There were 2, 21^7 persons listed In Marlon City. If the
average size family had been 3.5 persons, thei>e would have been
6I[).2 families. However, the tabulation of persona grouped as
families and numbered sequentially In the eniimerator book
yielded 600 huaband-wife families In Marlon. The sampllnE rat«
of .161 applied to the total of 60O families fixed a sample sis*
of 96.6 husband and wife families*
nnbers between 1 and 600 were selected at random from a
table of random numbers until 97 different numbers were drawn.
The families bearing the selected number became the sample fami-
lies to be interviewed. An additional Ik numbers (names) were
drawn at random to provide a reserve from which names could be
drawn as substitutes for the desired 97* This reserve proved to
be inadequate. An additional 29 saaqile families, to be discussed
later (see page 21), were picked in the field as a remedial
X7
mMkaux>« to obtain the deslz^d satiple size*
Schedule
The Interview was structvired by a 12-page echedule on which
the data wei:>e recorded (see Appendix A). The schedule was di-
vided Into ten section*. The questions and sections weire axH>
ranged to give the schedule continuity of Inteirest. For example^
It launched Imnedlately Into questions about Insurance end atti-
tudes, 80 the respondent recognized the Intent of the survey.
Background Information about the family Income and soclo-economle
level of the family wei^e placed toward the end of the Interview.
The schedule cover sheet which was conspicuously labled
"confidential" gave the name of the project and provided spaces
for recording the schedule number (and not the name of the re-
spondent), date, county, township or town, time begun, time
ended, and name of the Interviewer (see Appendix A). A brief
Introductory statement was presented on page one and was the
basis of the interviewer's statement. In brief, the families
v?ere told that the purpose of the schedule was to learn some-
thing about the opinions of families toward life insurance and
education as means of providing financial secia?ity for a family.
It was explained that the best way to secure this information
was to talk directly with the people themselves. They were told
that their family was one of 220 families selected at random
from eight counties In Kansas to be part of the survey.
The initial section In the survey'- asked genei>al questions
about the extent of planning the family had done in event of
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doath or dlsabiXlty of the hiisband or wife. Inimedlately follow-
ing, the faallles war* asked to list tha basic elements of their
plana.
The second seotlon provided faolllea an opportunlt? to ex-
press their attitudes toward Insuranoe, first spontaneously to
open-end questions and then to a series of structured "reasons".
They were asked to tell which reasons were of great lmportano«f
less iayiortance, or not Important at all. The form was taken
from the survey used by the Institute of Life Insurance. These
questions were then rephrased to enable e:q>resslon of negative
responses.
In the third seotlon Information was tabulated about the
else and coo^osltlon of the family, years married, occupational
status, and responsibility for financial support. Questions
were asked about social security and life Insurance experience
of each family aMmber. This was followed in section four by a
request for infonnation about life insurance policies carried on
the husband, wife, and children.
Additional opinion questions about insurance followed In
the fifth section. Reasons for not Instirln^ the uninsured fam-
ily meeibers, feelings toward the adequacy of the family's Insur-
anoe coverage, opinions about insuring the wife and child, and
opinions about term insurance were included.
Scetlon six asked the families to list other forms of In-
sui>anoe currently held, following the question, "Do you carry
Insurance on: . . .?" were listed I9 risk items to check.
Those who said they did not carry Insurance were asked "Ahy?".
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Then, to get an estimate of the ifflpoptanoe of these risks* the
Insuranee oarrlers wei:*e asked If they had experienced In their
married life any of these risks.
Section seven pertained to education plans and attitudes of
the fajnllles toward education. Special questions were asked of
families with children in college, of pre-college age, or with
dependent ohildx^n six years of age and over not in school. All
ware asked about the value of a college education, the relation-
ship of education to financial seovu'ity of a family, and kinds
of educational preparation they felt were most important for a
boy and girl*
Satimatea of family net income and income received by hua»
band, wife, and children from designated sources such as oil
leases, interest, dividends, wages, and salaries were Included
in the eighth section. The family's financial status was eatl«
stated in section nine by askinp; for the resale value and indebt-
edness of a list of major items commonly held or owned by rural
families.
The concluding section was designed to evaluate the fami-
ly* a insurance program. The families wei« asked to estimate the
amount of money needed and to review the provisions made for re-
tirement, burial expenses, and education of dependents, when
applicable. Provisions made to cover medical and other expenses
that might be left following death as well as actual provislona
made for the care of the surviving husband, wife, or children
wvre asked.
At the close of the survey, two 8iiq>le and direct questions
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wer* asked: "In general do you feel you are as well covered by
lnaiir«mce and savings as you can afford to be?" and "Do you feel
financially secure?"
Interview
In advance of the interview a personal letter of Introduc-
tion was sent to each family giving tlis purpose of the study and
requesting their cooperation (see Appsndlx B). The name of tb«
Inteirvlewer and the approximate dates she might call were given.
The letter was signed by Dr. Richard L. D. Morse, Professor end
Head, Department of Family Economics, and vrltten on Kansas
State University, Department of Family Sconomlcs letterhead.
Interviewers were instructed to Introduce themselves as a
representative from Kansas State University, to glvo the general
purpose of the study, and explain how the family had been chosen
at random to participate in the siurvey. The families were as-
siared that all responses were confidential and that the report
would in no way identify any Individual or family.
Often It was nece83ai>y to assure the family that the infor-
mation would not be made available to tax authorities. Also it
was often necessary to explain in further detail why they and
not their neighbor bad been selected. Whenever possible both
the husband and wife were intei>vlewed. Most of the refusals
were by families who reacted negatively to the introductory let-
ter. Those Initially hesitant about being interviewed usually
cooperated fully in answering the questions once the interview
was begun.
All but nine per cent of the interviews were conducted by
the author and were made over a ll(.-day period diirlng August,
i960. From the 97 names furnished by the original san^le list,
65 schedules were completed. Of the ll\. names provided on the
reserve lists, nine feunllles were Interviewed* An additional
15 schedules were obtained from the 29 names picked In the field*
Among the 51 families from which schedules were not ob*
tained, I9 (13 .6 per cent) were refusals. The others were not
at home after four calls, were on vacation, or had moved out of
town.
It became appai>ent from the outset of the Interviewing that
additional families would need to be contacted if the desired
sau^le size was to be obtained. Accordingly, on Augtist 17, i960,
an additional list was drawn from the city water commissioner's
lists in the City Hall, Marlon, Kansas, of 29 families. Evei^
fifth family was selected firom file drawers in the water commls>
sioner's office to represent different areas of the city.
To test for possible sample bias, the Kolmogorov-Smimov
test (Siagel, 1956, p. I27-136) was used to make a comparison of
the schedules obtained from the sxirvey aanple which was taken
from the assessoris list (Ns7l|) and the schedules which were ob>
tained from the water conanissioner's lists in Marion City (Nwl5).
The greatest difference in the relative cumulative frequency of
selected soclo<«oonomle factors from each aan^le were compai^ed
using this tvo-sample test.
There was no significant difference in the two samples at
the .10 level of rejection with respect to the following
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soclo-econoffllc cbaraoteristloai mimber of years married} age of
huaUmd, wite, or yoxingest cblld; education of the youngest
ebild; number witb aoolal security e:qperlenoe; and number of
cunrent or dropped life insurance policies. However, signifi-
cant differences at the .01 region of rejection were noted for
the following factors: education of the husband or wife; also
of economic family; and number of dependents. The famllieB«
selected from the water commissioner's lists, tended to be bet-
ter educated with i>espect to both the husband and wife, and to
have fewer dependents. The schedules of the 15 families wer*
grotQ>ed with the other Marlon families to facilitate analysis of
the data*
The average intex>vlew was coaq^leted in approximately ^0
minutes. Interviewing time ranged from 20 to 105 minutes, but
most of the intez>vlewa took 1|.5 mlnutea. Interviews were gener-
ally conducted In th« homes of the familiea, but some indlvldu-
ala were Interviewed at their places of busineaa, eapecially
when both the husband and wife were gainfully emplojei.
Method of Analysis
As the schedules were completed each day, they were mailed
to the office and numbered consecutively. Responses to atmic-
tured reasons were tabulated for the 200 schedules, arranged in
an ordered array, and placed into workable groups to facilitate
analysis. Responses to open-end questions were typed verbatim
on master sheets. Those responses which conveyed the same mean-
ing ware grouped, given letter codes, and tabulated by the coded
groups.
Three questions, those deteznnlning net worth, net family
Income, and face value of family's life insurance, required
olasalflcatlon into value groups to facilitate analyses. The
values were tabulated and arranged in an ordered array and
grouped into terclles or quartlles.
The MoBee Key^Sort card system was used to enable hand
operation and allow the researcher to gain a g]?eator feel of the
data (see Appendix C). Two sepai^te decks of cards were made:
one to record all the schedule information requiring extensive
analysis; and a second deck for detailed life insurance policy
information. The first deck consisted of 200 cards, each card
representing one Interview schedule. Space for the recording of
absolute data was provided as well as the printed codes for each
opeiifi^nd and strtictured question. Selected socio-economic fac-
tors wer« placed at the bottom of the card. Insurance and other
information wei^ placed at the top of the card. The center pro«
vlded space for the coded responses. Absolute data, such as the
ages of the husband and wife, education of husband and wife, or
net money income, were recorded on each respective card. Letter
codes for each question were circled, where applicable, and the
card bo]?ders were punched for data which were most frequently
used.
Information about the individual life insurance policies
was coded and placed on the second set of cards. A separate
ccurd was made for each Insurance cotqpany and type of policy rep-
resented. Additional recorded data Included age and year of
^purchase, face value, policy status, and whether the policy «ks
held by the husband, wife, or child. This permitted further
analysis of specific Insurance Information.
Many of the terclle and quartlle classifications do not
show an equal distribution for the Marlon date . This resulted
because the classifications established for the entire 200
schedules were used,
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIOX
The sxirvey results are Introduced with a factual presenta-
tion of the characteristics of the families and their financial
status. Following Is an analysis of the families' insurance
coverage. Including life Insurance experience and other insur-
ance coverage. Opinions about life Insurance are presented in
the next section. This is followed by a discussion of plans
made for future contingencies. In the closing section attention
is !?lven to opinions about and provisions for the education of
dependent children.
Family Characteristics
Economic Family Size. The family, for purposes of this
study. Included individuals who received one-half or more of
their support from the family and who were living together.
Average (mean) family size was 3»5 members per family. Fifty-
nine families had dependent children. There were 2,3 dependents
per family anonp families with dependent children, and 1,5 de-
pendent children among all families.
Although an effort was made to restrict the population saa>
pled to only husband and wife famlllea« tluree of the famlllaa
Interviewed were broken families. Two were headed by wldowera
obA one by a wldow« The widow and one widower each supported
two dependent children, the other widower supported none. The
distribution of families by alse and family type Is given In
Table 1.
Age of Husband and Wife. The average age of the wives
(1|.2.7 years) was 2.9 years leas than the average age of the hua*
bands (45.6 years). The agea for the deceased huabands and
«lT*a were not given. A distribution of the husbands and wives
by age group la presented In Table 2. Although the uaual pat-
tern Is for the wife to out-survlve her husband, the data do not
reflect this because the survey waa easentlally llmltod to hus>
band»wlfe families. In fact, the wives tend to bo younger than
the husbands.
Table 1. Size of economic family by family type.
' Zizf> of family ! i®«" number
> ' > dependents
. ]
Family type « ' •
^,f^
I It 2 j3i l).:5t6t7j8tAll: ,1^, I with t fam
I i I depend- 1 llei
. , i-
t I ea
t I enta t
Husband-wife 29 llj. slj. 10 5 3 1 86 3.5 2,3 1.5
Widow-children 00100000 13. 2.0 2.0
Widower 10000000 1 1.0 .0 .0
Widower-children 00100000 13. 2.0 2.0
All 1 29 16 2i^ 10 5 3 1 09 3.5 2.3 1.5
as
Table 2. Age of busb&nd and wife.
Age : Husband t Wife
years : (N«&G) t (N.67)
20 - 2l^ k 625-29
30-34
7 8
11 13
g:ffi 1411
12
45 -4?
i
U
1
7
65 - 60 7 2
70 - 74 2 3
75 and over 2
Mean age 45.6 42.7
Years Married. Tbe husband and wife fanlllea had been mar-
rled an average of 21 years. About one-fourth of the faniillaa
had been married 10 years or less, almost two-fifths had b»en
married for 11 to 25 years, and those families married more than
25 years aeoounted for slightly over one-third of the families.
Two of the couples had celebrated their lolden wedding anniver-
sary. The data are presented in Table 3*
Table 3. Families by number of years aiarried.
t Families
Years aarrled i
1 Number t Per cent
5 or under
5-10
11 - 15
16 - 25
26 - 35
36 - 58
11
11
13
13
19
All 86 100
a?
Yeara of Schooling. Th« average (mean) educational level
for the husbands and wives was 12 years. IThe two usijor periods
of drop-out noted were: following the eighth grade, and a
larger drop following the twelfth grade. More of the husbands
(30 per cent) than wives (21 per cent) terminated their educa-
tion at or below grade school level. Seventy per cent of the
husbands had attended high school, but only 59 P^^ cent com-
pleted high school, a drop of 11 per cent. The drop rate for
wives was much less, from 76 to 73 per cent.
More wives than husbands finished high school and attended
college, yet more husbands finished college. Of the wives who
attended college (32 per cent), one-fourth were college gradu-
ates. Among the husbands who attended college (29 per cent),
almost two-thirds were college graduates, and almost one-iialf
continued postgraduate training. Supporting data are on Table !(.•
Years of Schooling and Af;e of Husband. The average yeaxv
of schooling for the husbands and wives decreased with the age
of the husband. Among husbands and wives, 6$ years or older, an
eighth grade education or less was average. Between the ages of
I4.5 and 65, husbands averaged 11 years of schooling and wives
were usually high school graduates.
Husbands under I4.5 years averaged one more year of schooling
than their wives. Husbands between 35 and l^ had completed one
year of college, on the average, and those under 35 had completed
two years of college. In susnary these data (see Table 5) Indi-
cate the tendency among younger rural families to have more edu-
cation. Furthermore, these data reflect an earlier tendency to
educate the girl (wife) rather tSmn the boy, and a more recent
tendency for the boy (or husband) to continue in school beyond
the level attained by the girl ( or wife )
.
Table l\.t Hlgheat grade of school completed by the husband
and wife.
Highest education t
t
t
Htisbanda : Wives
level obtained Number t Per cent t Number 1 Per cent
Grade school or less
Partial high school
High school graduate
Partial college
Collese graduate
Post gradiuxte
All
26
10
26
;i
88
30
11
30
11
100
18
3I
21
7
87
21
100
Teblo 5» AveraRe years of schooling by age of husband.
t
1
Number
1
t
:
J
Years of schooling
(Mean)
t
Age of husband : Husband t(N.88) ;
Wife
(W.87)
3!^. and under
65 and over
All
30»
U
88
13
11
8
12
13
12
12
8
12
Includes one widower family.
Occupational Status. A variety of occupations was reported
by both the husbands and wives as shown on Table 6. £lghty«two
husbands and 37 wives were gainfully employed. Five husbands
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had r«aohed retirement and one was unen^loyed. Nearly one-half
of the husbanda were en^ioyed as laborers (20) or operators (20)a
They were worklne as tz^ok drivers, i^sad maiatenance workers* or
In (3;rocex>y stoics, service stations, and slmllcu- pursuits, Slz>
teen were classified as managers and 13' were engaged in such
pirofesslons as medicine, the ministry, law, banking, Insuranoef
and small biuiness* Others were en^loyed as craftsmen or foz*e-
men (5), sales workers (1|.), or fainaei^s (2)*
Three>flfths of the wives wez*e full time homemakers. Sa-
ployed wives most frequently worked as secretarial or clerical
workers (l6), and as laborers (8), usually as domestic help,
Othex>s wei>e ernployed as sales workers and clerks (5), as profea*
sional workers (5) such as teaciiers, aixd managers (2), and as
operators (1).
Table 6, Occupation of husbands nnd wives,
Occiq>ation
(full or part time)
FarjUars
Operatives
Laborers
Hanagers
Professional workers
Craftsmen, foi>emen, clerical
Sales workers
Retired
Homemakers
nnsiq;>loyed
Veteran Status, Sllfhtly over one-half of the husbands
were veterans and had participated in some service, as Indicated
Husbands :! i.ivea
(H.88) 11 (N»87)
2
20 1
20 8
16 2
15
f
l6
5
i
50
1
In Table 7, Over ono-half had aepved during World War II,
Eight served in the Korean War, and an additional eight during
World War I. One huaband served in both World War II and the
Kor«an Weu?. Two did not speolfy when they had served.
Table 7* Veteran status of husbands,
: Number of husbands
Status
,
(i.«GO)
No service k3
Some service U5
World War I 8
World War n 26
Korean 8
World ffar II and Korean I
Hot specified 2
StMimary, 'i'he average family size was 3*^ aiaaibers. This
Included all individuals who received one^half or more of their
support fi>om the family and who were living together. Ihere
were 87 husband and wife faoilies, and three who were widow or
widower families. Husbands were generally older than their
wives by about three years. Tb« husbands and wives had b*Mi
married an average of 21 years.
The msan education level for husbands and wives was 12
years. Younger husbands had more years of aehooling than their
wives. Amonc the older families^ however, this was not true, as
older husbands reflected their time in which they had less
sohooling than their wives*
Klnetyothree per cent of the husbands and $li. per cent of
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the wives were fully or partially gainfully eiq>loyed. Hiiabands
most frequently worked as opemtors, laborers, manageps, or pro-
fessional workers. V.lves were most frequently employed In eler-
leal occupations. Over one-tialf of tho husbands arere vetex>aiu«
Financial Status
Net Money Income. Data pertaining to family net income
were obtained directly from the families. They were asked to
check the income bracket that best represented their total net
money income for the previous year (1959). Then the families
were asked to list the sources of money Income received by each
family member for the previous year. Possible sources were
given in the sohsdule to facilitate coiiq;>lete and correct re-
sponses. The distribution of families by total net money Inooaw
for 1959 is given on Table 8.
Not all of the 89 families reported values which were us-
able, but 76 did. The values together with those from the other
schedules of the statewide survey were ranked and then divided
into terclles, that is, an equal number of low, middle, and high
Income. For those families who refused or were unable to give
all or part of the infoinaatlon, a Judgment was made after re-
viewing the rest of the schedule data whether thess families
would classify as low, medium, or high income families. A largs
proportion of the Marion families is in the middle and higher
IncoiBS "thirds" because the net money Income of "city" families
la hlgbsr than that of tho rural-farm families.
Total net money Income for 1959, ranged from $l«56o to
vt
$30(000. The median inoome of these famllieB was i^^,000; th«
mean Income, $6,320.
The expectations of these families was not In terms of
hl(^er Incomes* Most (53) of the families said they could regu>
larly count on the same cunount of net money Income as was eax>ned
in 1959* Fourteen indicated they genex^lly expected leas than
their 1959 Income, five said they could count on more, another
five did not know. One family said their annual net money in-
crane varied each year. This question was not asked of those
families who did not give usable net money income values.
Table 8. Families by total net money Income, 1959«
Net money Income : Families
homt $3,500 or less 22
Middle t 4-3,501 - 4;5,500 3k
High! v5,501 and over 33
All 89
Median, $.5»000; mean, $6,320; range, f 1,560 - (30,000
Met Worth. To obtain a better understanding of the fami-
lies* financial status, estimates of the value of all assets and
liabilities were requested. Assets were estimated by asking
about the value of the business or farm, if applicable, family
home and other real estate, automobile and truck, household fur-
nishings and appliances, savings and investments Including
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govemnent bonds, coii>opate atooks and bonds, cheeking and saT»
Ings aeoount balance, cooperative shapes, and the cash value of
life insurance policies. Liabilities included! home and farm
mortgages; installment credit balances; loan balances with
banks, credit unions, or finance companies; hospital and medical
bills; and other obligations. Seventy-seven families (8? per
cent) furnished adeqwte and luable net worth data. The 12 re-
maining families supplied incomplete information or refused to
cooperate. For purposes of some analyses, however, these fami-
lies were classified on the basis of other information in the
schedule as low or high net worth, and, if in doubt, as middle
net worth families.
Net Worth Sources. The distribution of assets by types
held, reported by the 77 families who gave usable net worths. Is
shown In Table 9. All of the families owned household furnish-
ings and appliances; seven families (9 per cent) Indicated in-
debtedness on part of their furnishings or appliances. Automo-
biles and/or trucks were owned by lli. families; 22 (30 per cent)
were still paying for them. There were ^ home-owners, and 21).
(1^3 per cent) reported home indebtedness. Thirty-nine families
owned a business or farm and 17 owned other real estate. Six-
teen per cent of the families who owned a business, farm, or
other real estate reported Indebtedness. Other assets Included
cash value of life Insurance (63), money in banks or savings and
loan corporations (t4.9), govei>nraent bonds and corporate stocks
and bonds (1|.0), and other savings and Investments (6). Fourteen
indicated they owed hospital, medical, and other bills. None
bad bozTowad on the cash value of life Insurance. Possibly this
table reflects an under-z^portlng of bills and an over-reporting
of a«az>eness of cash value of life Insurance.
Table 9. Typos of assets and liabilities held by families.
Type of assets or liabilities
Number of families holding
Assets Liabilities
(N-77)
Business or farm 39
Home $0
Other real estate 17
Automobile and/or tiruek 71|-
Household fumlshlngs and
appliances 77
Savings and investments
Oovemnent bonds, corporate
stocks and bonds i(.0
Bank accounts, savings and
loan I4.9
Other savings and investments o
Cash value of life insurance 63
Bills, including hospital and
medical
8
22
1»
I*
11+
« Investment purchase commitments.
let Worth Values. Tho net worth values for all 200 fainl>
lies who reported net worth values were arranged in order of
magnitude from the lowest to the highest. They were divided
into three groups of equal size; low, middle, and high net
worths. The families in the low and high net worth terciles
were further divided into two groups to aid in the analysis of
those families with very high or very low net worths. The 12
Marlon families who had not given specific values wero inserted
into one of the previously determined net worth classifications
t
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two faralllea were Included In the low net worth group, four in
the middle group, four In the high group, and the remaining two
were grouped with those who had very high net wortha. This In-
dloeted the non-cooperatlng families were, in the Judgment of
the office editors, in the higher net worth groups.
The median net worth for all families was $11,600 or about
twloe the median net income. The mean net worth was $25tk9(> or
about four times the mean net income. The distribution of fami*
lies by net worth classes and per cent is shown in Table 10.
The classes were established to contain three equal sise groups
(with the low and high groups subdivided) for the statewide sur«
vey. The Marion families were less frequently in the higher net
worth groups than the distribution of rural families throughout
the state, because the net worth of "city" families is less than
that of rural-farm families.
Social Security and Retirement Plan Experience. All but
two of the families indicated some social security or retirement
plan experience. The families with no experience were headed by
professional men, one medical doctor and one dentist. Over
four-fifths of the family heads were currently makinf; contribu-
tions for social security. Sight of the family heads. Including
one widow, were currently receiving social seourity payments and
thxwe received additional income from other retirement plana.
All beneficiaries except the widow wei>e i^tired or semi-retired,
and were 6o years of age or older. Six family heads were making
payments toward various types of retirement plans, but not so-
cial seourity. These husbands worked for the fedex«l governosnt
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(post office and United States Department of Agrloulttir*), the
State of Kansas, or were In the ministry (Table 11).
Table 10, Distribution of fasillles by net worth.
: Kumber of families
Net «orth :
:
Number : Per cent
Lowest: $W4.,100 to < 2,999 13 15
Low: i3,000 to ?8,2l;9 19 21
Middle J C 8,250 to $27,999 32 36
High: 128,000 to t49.999 14 l6
Very high: 4'50,000 to Ol79,780 11 12
All 89 100
Median, $H,600; mean, i:25$k¥>
Table 11. Social security and retirement plan experience by
family heads .-^
Social seoia-ity and retirement :
plan e:^erlonoe t Number of family heads
Contribution to social security
Contribution to retirement plans,
other than social sectirity
Receiving social sectirlty and/or
retirement plan benefits
Receiving social security
payments only-'
Receiving social security and
rstii^ment plan payments
No social security or i^tirement
plan ejcperlence
73
6
8
5
3
2
All 89
« Widow included as family head.
•* No distinction is made between pensions and retiremsnt plans.
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Summary, Almost all of the Marlon families «er« partloi-
patlng la a retirement plan. Their oat Income ranged from
$1«500 to $30,000, witb ons-halT receiving imder 1^5*000. Th*
average (mean) Ineome was ir/6,300 and the mean net worth about
four times thla at :.2i,k9(>t One-tialf the famlllea had net worth
valxwa of over 411,600. I'he range In net worth values was fi>om
4>-lt.,100 to %179,780. Moat of the families owned their furniture
debt free, and 70 per cent were free of debt on car or truck.
Less than one-half (i).2 per cent) owned a home and 57 per cont of
these owned their home outright. Over one>half also owned farm,
business, or other real estate, mostly debt free.
Insurance Coverage
Life Insurance Bajerlence, Marlon families generally had
e3q?erlence with life insiirance. Only four families had never
Insured at least one member. All family members were currently
or formerly Insured by over one-half of the families. Tho
larger families, however, tended not to carry insiu^ance on all
family members. 'I'he number of families insuring specified mst"
ber of membeirs is given in Sable 12.
3B
Tiible 12. Families and family members currently
lnsui*ed elasalfled by family size.
or formerly
„ .. . , Number of
Family ai^e | f^ii„
Ntiiabei' of family members with
I
Insurance e;q>erlence
S 1 2 3 k 5 6 7
1 X 1 « a * « « »
2 29 2
1
10 17 •a- a a » ik
3 16 1 2 5 8 » » « «
k sk e k k ^k « »
S 10 k 1 1 if. « »
6 5 1 2 1 1 »
7 3 2 1
8 1 1
AU 89 k 19 29 14 15 k 3 1
Family Uembers Insured. Eighty-*light; per cent of the faml-
lies Insured one or more of the family membera. About one-thlrd
of the families had no dependent children., They were less fre-
quently Insured (73 per cent) . Two-thirds1 of the1 families had
dependent chlldiren and 95 per cent of these families had insur-
anoe . The number of families in each group and the per cent
having life Inauranoe are presented In Table 13.
Table 13» Families Insured by child dependency.
Family type ,
t ..._... « PamllleB withAll families
. nfe Insurance
Number : Per cent • TTumber s Por cent
Without dependent
children 30 31*^ 22 73
V<lth dependent
children 59 66 56 95
All families 89 100 78 88
Buabands were more frequently Insured than wives or depend-
eat children among all of the families. But not all 89 famlllaa
carried instirance. Among the lnsur«d families, nearly all car-
rled lnsui>ance on the husband, two-thlrda Insurance on the
wives, and one-half Insured the children. Not all faralliea had
dependent children, and since families with dependent children
were more likely to insure children and view need for Insuring
the husband and wife differently, those without dependent
children were analyzed separately. The presence of dependent
children altered the proportion of families insuring children,
but not the disposition to insui<e the husband or wife. Support-
ing data are presented on Table 14
•
ko
Table ll).. Family ntsmbera insuped by all and Insui^d families,
and by child dependenoy.
Paally
member
Insured
All families
H.,-K«~ • P^^ centNumber
, (^,.3^,,
Families »lth life Insurance
(N«76)
All : With dependent
(li»78) : children (!:«56)
Per cent t Kumber 1 Por cent
Insuring t Insuring t insuring
Hone
Husband
V:ife
Children
11 12
77 36
5S it 51
100
71
Insurance coverage by combination of Insured family members
among families with or without dependent children la presented
on Table 15. Three-fourths of the families insured two or more
members • Hineteen families concentrated their Insurance nn the
hiisband only and one family Inaiired only the wife.
Families with dependent children less frequently (?0 pep
cent) Insured only the husband than families without dependent
childiTen (36 per cent). Over one-half of the families with de-
pendent children (55 per cent) covered the husband, wife, and
one or more of the children.
Table 1$, Insured families by fumily mucibers ana child
dependency.
hx
Family member upon
; With dependent i iio Uepencent
:
i children t children t
All
whom insurance is
carried
:
t NtDB> ]t Per
:
t Num- 1f Per t Num- tPer
«
ber !! cent : Ver !! cent J ber :ceiit
Uusband only 11 20 8 36 15 ^
Both huaband and wife 5 9 13 59 18 23
huabbad, wife, and
one or more children 31 55 31 J;o
Iiuabauu aud one or
more children 9 16 9 12
Wife only 1 5 1 1
All 56 100 22 100 76 100
Number of Policiea. The 78 insured Marion families owned a
total of 3l).2 policies* Over one-balf were on the life of the
husband with an average of 2*5 policies per husband. Insured
wives averaged 1,3 policies. Families insuring dependent
children carried an averape of 2.2 policies on children per fam-
ily. Insured Individuals held an average of 2.0 policies; In-
sured families averaged k'k policies per family (Table 16).
Value of Policies. Nearly one-half of all policies had a
face value of 41,000 or less, and over two-thirds of the poli-
cies had values of f:3,000 or less. Less than one policy in ten
had values of $9,000 or more.
The distribution of policies by face value on the insured
family member indicates that the husbands were not only more
frequently insured and covered by more policies, but their poll-
olea were of a higher face value (see Table 17). Only one-fourth
ki
ot the insvu^aooe poilcios oa husbands vtra |1,000 or lesSs but
ov*r thi*6«-fouFttu of tha policies ov. the wives anOl two-thirds
on the oiilldx>«n wer« valued at ^^1,000 or lasa. ?futllles vora
unable to give tad faoe value of 2!}. (7 per cent) of the- polioloa.
Table 36, Policies held by Insured family member;).
J . :
Number of : Humbor of t Policies por
xnsurea
. insured : policies j insured member
Husband 77 190 2.5
*if« SO 63 1.3
Children fya 69 2.2»
All indlvldixalfi 167 3l^2 2,0
All families 7B 3li2 k.k
« Humbor ol policios per families InsurlEC children.
Table 17, LiXo iusuranco polioleii by faoe value and family
member insu]?ed.
Paiilly
ember
! Pnce v&lue of policy
t __
1 Do J if,l,000 S , QQ,. t :
^ ^
, J / „ S C9,001 t
} know; less :
-'»"""
•
»"""
t
v.u""
j ^^g^ j
Husband 19 50 lj.5 Wt 5 2? 190
*lfe 1 W 8 k 1 63
Children 3 67 I6 10 2 89
All 21). 166 69 k.9 (^ 39 3)4.2
Face Value
.
The Marion families surveyed held a total
value of 921, 5l;2 of life insurance. Thus the total value of
life InsuiKinoe coverage in Marlon would be approximately
ki
^6 million. Over $'700,000 of the insuiranea was on the lives of
the husbands, and the remaining $296,563 was on wives and
children. The face value of the children's policies was &118,035
compared to f;88,526 for the wives. The lowest amoxmt held per
family was 4500, the maximum held was $53,500 (Table 18).
Among insured family members, the average (mean) face valua
of life Insurance wast ^9,285 per husband; ^'[1,771 per wife; and
®2,95l per children. The mean value per policy was: ; 3,763 per
husband; ^,1,14.05 per wife; and ii;l,326 per children. Husbands,
the most frequently insured family member, averaged v9,l66 of
insurance among insured families and $8,033 among all families.
Because the husbands averaged more than one policy, these values
••re higher than the average policy held (v3,763). v.ives were
ore frequently insured than dependents, but their averajre pol-
icy values were 50 per cent less than the children's policies or
$1,165 and |i995 respectively.
hk
Table 18. Pace value of life Insurance held by family members.
Face value of life Insurance policies
Family or
family
member
Total value
and niacber
Insured
Average (mean) value
Per Per Per All
5 Insured | policy | ^^^"^
'. families
Husband
Wife
Children
Family
$7lU,979
(N«77)
88,526
(»«50)
118,035
(NsTiO)
921,51)2
(!i.l67)
V 9,265
(H«77)
1,771
(K.50)
5,518^
(N.167)
<^3,763
(»«190)
(Nb63)
1,326
(N«fl9)
2,695
(N.3i|.2)
«> 9.166
(N.78)
1,165
(K«76)
2,106
(N,56)«
11,B15
(NB7e)
- 8,033
(H»89)
(Ni II!
2,001
(Nb59)»
io,35li
(N.89T
• FaBllies wltb dependent children.
The distribution of policies held by face value and member
Insured is pi^esented In Table 19. Over one-half the families
carried between $3,501 and ^20,000 worth of Insurance, with the
median estimated to be |;7,625» JJore than one-half of the total
value of insurance was held by one-sixth of the families with
insurance coverage of $20,001 or more. Seventy-five per cent of
the total value of life insurance on husbands was held by one-
third of the families with life insui*ance coverage of over
$10,000 and values of (-2,000 or less were held by one-third of
the families. More than two-thirds of the wives and dependents
carried $2,000 or lass of life insurance. Wives and dependents
were most frequently (mode) covered with $1,000 policies.
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Table I9. Life Insurance by face value and family member In-
sured.
Face value of life Insurance*
Family or • "~—~~—~"~~~~ " '
family
,
-^^°li2,OOX-\^3,501^\*5,501' j' 10.001-f^'^^^Jau"^
! leL . 3;?00 ! 5,500 ;iO,000 ! ?0.0U0 ! „°^ ^^^
Husband 25 k
Wife
Chlldreni» %
11 11 16 10
k 3
3 3 1
Family 18 11 11 18
77
16 78
« Total faee value of all policies on member.
>H» Families with dependent children.
remlly Combination Inaured
.
Tvio-fifths of tUe faiailies in-
sured the husband, wife, and all or some of their children.
These families held o';er one-half of the total value of Ufa in-
uranoe, averaging fl8»170 per fcmlly. Average family values
were hlj^her when both the husband and wife irore insured (t9f5y).)
than when the Insurenoe was cor.contrttcd on the husbend only
($6,158) or when only the husband end children v-tire insured
(f7,6ll). These data are presented in Table 20.
Table 20. Average value of insurance by family combination
insured.
Family combination
Number : Average amount
of : carried per
iixtullies t family
Husband, wife, all or
30IE3 chll'Jren
Husband only
Husband and wife only
Husband and children only
'Mfs on\j
31
\l
9
1
felfl,170
%-^
7,011
1,000
1»6
Typeo of Insvirance Polloles. The dlstplbutlon of life in-
surance policies by type of policy and the average face value
ai^ presented on Table 21* Limited pay-20 year, was the nost
popular policy held, while whole life pollciog ranked second In
frequency. An equal number of terra and limited pay-paid up at
age 65 insurance policies was reported with limited use made of
group and endowment insurance. A few families reported carrying
other kinds of insurance, mostly accident, health, and disabil-
ity policies. Over one-fourth of the families did not know the
kind of policy they carried. Thus, over one-seventh of the pol-
icies were unclassified.
Average policy values were highest for term ($8,88li.] and
group ($5»286) insTii^anee. Average policy values of limited pay-
paid up at 65 (*3,2.5l) were higher than whole life (|2,703) or
limited pay-20 year (;s2,l85). ]-.o?/er values were also found for
other policies (4!'2,039) and the policies which were unclassified
(,i'l»565)« The lowest average policy values were found for en-
dowment in3iu?ance (v792).
The insux^noe policies were not inspected at the time of
the Intex^lew, so these data reflect the ability of respondents
to recall inforpiation about their insurance policies. This may
esqilain why the values are at variance with what the reader may
have expected.
kl
Table 21. Types of life insupanc* policies held, frequency and
average face value.
Type of policy
Policies t
held, :
number i
Total
face
value
t Averags
: face
: value
Limited pay - 20 year 139
Wbole life 72
Term 19
Limited pay - 65 year 19
Group l4
Endowment 12
Other 9
Do not know 58
All 3J+2
.303,696
191^,61+3
168,800
61,778
7l|,000
9,500
18,350
90,775
921,51^2
2,185
2,703
8,88i+
3,251
5,286
792
2,039
1,565
2,69U
Age at laeue
.
Fifteen per cent of the husbands* policies
were taken out prior to age 21. Forty per cent of the wives'
policies were acquired before age 21. Most of the children's
policies (63 per cent) were purchased during the first year.
Contrary to family economic advice (Kyrk, 1953, PP. 189-
193), the families insured the children at birth and delayed
purchasing insurance on the husband. Nearly one«half of the
husbands' policies were purchased between ages 21 and 35. It
•pp««rs that most of the wives, however, purchased their poli-
cies shortly before or shortly after marriage, usually during
their late teens or early twenties.
Pew husband* (one per cent) or wives (five per cent)
h6
Imported holding Insuimnoe policies ptirobased at one year of
age. Evidently, the trend to insure children at an early age la
nev for the families, or auoh policies had lapsed or were among
the unreported ages. The distribution of policies by age at Is-
sue Is shown on Table 22.
Table 22, Insurance policies by age at Issue.
Age a t Issue
Family
member
1 year j :
^_
less i^^ t^°
; 21- : 26-
i 25 ; 30
131-
;35 iJo-
: l+l : Do :
: and : not t All
! over ; Icnow :
Husband
Rife
Child
All
2 3 2lj.
56 25 3
6l 33 41^
28 lj.0
12 8
2
1^2 i^8
25
31
20 12 36 190
5 3 63
3 89
17 1^2 31^2
Concentration on the Husband. For each family the face
value of coverage on the husband was figured as a per cent of
the total coverage of the family. The distribution of these
percentages Is shown In Table 23* nineteen families insured
only the husband, over one-half of the families placed one-half
or more of their insui'ance on the husband, whereas leas than
one-foxirth of the families concentrated less than 50 per cent of
their Insurance on the husband.
k9
Table 23. Per cent of family's Inauranc© on husband.
Per cent of Inauranoe : j-amllios with insurance
on husband : on husband
100
10
00-09
60-69
70-79
60-69 1
^oZ^9
8
6
30-39 2
20-29 2
10-19
0-9
All 77
Credit Life Insurance • A special effort; «as made in th«
chedule to ask about past or present experience with credit life
Insurance (question 16). This Is insurance covering Indebted-
ness when buying household appliances, automobiles, or in making
a cash loan. Less than one-fifth of the families reported ever
having Buoh inauranoe.
Other Life Insurance Fjcperience
.
Families expressed confi-
dence in maintalninfr their present policies. Less than five per
cent said they neither planned to drop nor thought they would be
unable to continue their current life insurance policies. Thir-
teen indicated they had carried in8iu?ance at one time on indi-
viduals who were not pi^sently a member of their economic family
and ll{. had actually received a payment as beneficiaries of a
life insurance policy.
Detailed information about the size of the last premimf
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ft*equenc7 of premium payments, the amount of dividends, cash or
loan values of life insia'anoe, and clreumstanoea at time of pur«
ehase was too Incomplete and fra{7,mentar7 to be summarized mean-*
ingfully.
Life Insurance Policy Lapses
»
In order to gain a better
xmderstandlnj; of the families' life Insurance program, the fami-
lies «*r« asked to give the number of policies formerly held. A
total of 82 policies was reported as having been dropped by 60
STirvey participants. This Is a lapse i>ate of more than one pol-
icy per family. Husbands (6l) more frequently reported prevloua
life Insurance experience than wives (1^) or children (6).
These data are presented on Table ^. Financial reasons were
more often given by respondents for dropping the policies.
Table 2I4. Policy lapse experience by insured member.
I Number of members i Number of
Family member t who dropped : policies
: policies : dropped
Husband k3 61
Wife 13 IS
Children k o
All 60 82
Future Insurance Plans. To the question, "Do you plan to
add more insui^ance in the next five years?", about thx>ee-fovtrths
of the families said they did not plan to increase life insur-
ance coverage for any family member. About one in ten definitely
planned to increase insurance coverage for the husbands, and
SI
l*sa than one in ten Indicated definite plana for additional
eoverage on the wife or dependenta. The remaining familleB were
uncertain aa to their plana. These data are presented on
Table 25.
Tabl* ZSm Inauransa plana by family member.
*«—*~-~——
—
.III -
« Plan to « « ^o »«><^ » No «
Family member t add « Uncertain : plan : information • *^^
: : : to add : :
Husband 11
Wife
IChildren
11 66 88
ll^ 66 87
11 39 1 59
other Insurance
.
Insurance coverage, other than life, la
siaamarlBed in Table 26. The table follows the form in which the
questions were asked in the survey. Liability and collision
auto accident Insurance was most frequently held. So also was
fire Insurance and extended coverage on the family home. Loss
of household goods, particularly theft, was less frequently cov-
ered. Leas than ona-fourth insured their personal property.
About one-half carried personal liability for acoldanta on prop>
erty, employees, or guests. All but l5 per cent carried some
type of health insurance and about one>half carried more than
one kind of policy. Blue Cross and Blue Shield waa most fre-
quently held {kl per cent). Other oonnerclal health and acci-
dent policies wore held by 37 per cent. Fifteen families listed
other forms of health insiirance. Including thjree families who
carried major medical insurance.
»Table 2b, Inaiiranee, other
families.
than life insurance , carried by
Type of insurance
Number of families
Carrying Insurance * Loss ever
Yes
: <
: No :
t t
•ejipenencea i
Do 1 Do J by i
not i nott lnsui?ance
know s ownt carrier
Automobile or truck
Liability
Collision
§7
80
1
7 1
1
1 ^
Home
Fire
Extended coverage ^
2
2
18
18 i
Household goods
Fire
Bxtended coverag*
Theft k9
13
17
31
1
3
9
10
'I
Farm - crops
liail damage
Theft
6
2
7
11 76
1
Farm buildings
Fire
Extended coverag* I
1
2
79
79 1
Personal liability for accidents
on property, of employees or
guests Ki 1^1 3 1^ 3
Health insurance
Blue Cross (hospital)
Blue Shield (surgical)
Health '.: accident (commsre
Major medical
Other
slal) 33
3
12
{^6
86
77
1^0
39
21
7
Personal property floater 21 67 1 6
Others
Livestock
Farm equipment
Business office for fire
2
1
1
3 84 2
1
1
$3
Almost all of the families associated Tlth farming Insured
tbelr farm buildings. Farm crops, espeolally theft, and live-
stoek were less frequently Insured.
The question, "Loss ever experienced?" (Section VI), was
asked of only those families who were insurance carriers. Less
than one»half had used their auto insurance for liability or
collision, less than one-fifth for damage to home or household
goods except extended coverage on the home which was used by
one-third. Only slight losses from personal liability and per-
sonal property were reported. In contrast, most of the families
who held Blue Cross and Ivlue Shield and two-thirds who held com-
mercial health Insurance policies had experienced a loss. Fazna
building losses were reported by one-half of the Insurees. Sup-
porting data are presented on Table 26.
Discussion, 'terion families generally had experience with
life insurance. Eighty-eight per cent carried Insurance on one
or more members. Among Insured families, husbands were almost
always insured, and the wife and children, if present, were In-
sured by over three-fifths of the families. The families tended
to concentrate their insurance on the husbands. He was most
frequently insured, more policies were on his life, and the face
value of policies on his life was almost three-fourths the aver-
age value of the family coverage.
Unlnsiu>ed families were smaller in size (two-thirds were
size two), headed by older husbands (one-half wei?e over 65),
with less education (over one-half terminated their education at
eighth grade or before). Most bad incomes under t3,$00 and were
In tbe middle or low net wortti group.
Tba Marlon Camillas reported many types of life Insurance
polloies* However the data tend to reflect either the facta
about the policies or the facts people think they know about the
policies. The tendency was to Insure infants. Tiut since the
husbands and wives reported few policies purchased before the
age twenty^one, the practice of Insia'lng Infants may be a recent
Innovation or policies purchased at an early arre tend to lapse.
Whereas an avarago of one dropped policy per family was re-
ported, most Indicated plans to continue their present policies,
and about ten per cent planned to Increase their coverage within
the next five years.
All but one family held some form of Insurance, other than
life insurance, nearly all (99 per cent) of the families who
owned automobiles or trucks carried liability insurance, and 90
per cent carried colllalon. Nearly all home-owners (97 per cent)
carried fire and extended coverage, and two-thirds of all fami-
lies covered household goods for fire and extended coverapo.
Health in8u)?ance was commonly held but in many different forms*
Only major medical, a i^letlvely nev tovm of health insuirance,
was Infrequently carried. Personal liability and personal prop-
erty insurance was less frequently reported and moat frequently
ralaunderatood during the Interview.
Opinions About Life Insurance
One objective of the survey was to find out how people felt
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about life insurance. To obtain an estimate of their subjective
feelings several opinion questions were Included in the survey.
The questions included reasons for owning and not owning Ufa
insurance, the family's feelings toward adequacy of their insur-
ance coverage, the Importance of carrying ins\a>fince on the wife
and child, and opinions about term insurance.
Reasons for Owning Life Insurance. Two methods were era-
ployed to elicit reasons for owning life Insurance. The first
involved questions which required spontaneous answers fi>om the
families interviewed (questions 6 and 7). ^he second consisted
of u list of reasons and the families were asked to check
whether tbey considered the reasons to be of great Importance,
less liqport&nce, or not important (question 6).
Spontaneous Reasons. Responses to question 6, "What would
you say are the major reasons for carrying life Insurance?" and
question 7» "Can you think of any other reasons?", were grouped
according to the eiqphasis conveyed and are presented in Table 27.
Income replacement w«a most frequently (77) given as the major
reason for carrying life Insurance. Under income replacement
««p« aueh replies ast "to pz>ovide for support of dependents",
"protect dependents", "provide for family after death", or
"security for the future". One-third desired fiinds for read-
justment expenses including "clean-up" funds (23) to be used for
burial, final medical, and other expenses in event of death of a
family mender, and emerciencles (9) and nortgage (1), for protec-
tion against indebtedness. One-third considered savings as a
major reason and believed life insuz^nee facilitated forced
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savings and Investment (21) or helped provide Income for retire-
ment (9). Life Insurance for education (12) was deemed important
by less than one-sixth*
Table 27. Major reasons for carrying life insurance.
Xncone replaoeiaant 77
Keadjustment 33
Clean-up 23
iiiaergenoiea 9
tSortgage 1
Savings 30
Savings 21
hetlrement 9
Believe in insurance 13
Eiduoation tNone given
» Families could give more than one response
The spontaneous replies were also classified by whether
they reflected the disposition to view insui^nce as a method of
providing financial protection for the family or as a method of
savings. Income replacement was excluded from this classifica-
tion because the majority of the families cited this as a major
reason (see Table 28). One-fourth of the families viewed life
insurance only as a means of providing financial protection for
a family. One-thlrd viewed Insurance as a method of savings.
With the exception of four families who claimed not to oelieve
in insurance, the remainder of the replies were classified as
savings and protection.
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Table 28. Reasons for carrying life Insurance claeslfled by
protection or savings attitude,
, .„. J t Number ofReasons classifieds j families
View Insurance as protection 22
Use Insurance only as
:
Clean-up funds, emergency funds j and/or
mort^ase funds
View Insurance as savings 30
Use Insuraiioe only as:
Savings funds, educational funds, and/or
retirement funds
View Instirance as savings and protection 33
Families believe In insurance and use It
for protection funds and savings funds
Do not believe in Insurance k
All 89
•:< Insurance as Income replacement la not included In above
classifications because nearly all families listed this as a
reason.
Si^ggested Responses. I'tie respondents were presented wltii a
list of possible reasons wby the bead of tbe faolly should carry
life Insurance, and «ei^ asked to Indicate which reasons they
felt were of great Importance, less Idipor tance , and not Impor*
tant (question 8). These questions were Identical to those used
by the Institute of Life Insurance survey (1957* p. 63)*
Table 29 presents tbe reasons In order of presentation and the
frequency of responses.
Support for dependents (item 2) and Insurance as a "clean-
up" fund (Item 1) were considered of great ln?>ortance by over
four-fifths of the families. Two-thirds or more considered
Item 5, "to provide funds for the education of children," Item 6,
"to pay Oif mortgage In oaoe of death," and Item 7» "to provide
Income for old age," as of gj?eat Importance. Item 3» "to have a
good method of saving money," was considered of great Importance
by one-half the families. There were minor differences between
families' feelings tocrnrd possessing insurance as a aoui>ce of
emergency borrowing (Item k).
Table 29. Reasons for canning life Insurance on family head.
Reasons listed
: Great
t inpor-
: tance
i
I Less
: linpor-
; tant
tlot
Impor-
tant
Number of families
1. To pay bills, debts, burial
expenses In case of death. 77 12
2. To provide support for dependents
In case of death. 81 6
3. To have a good method of saving
money. I4.3 37 9
4. To onoble you to borrow in an
emergency. 29 36 314.
5. To provide fjjnds for the
education of children. 65 17 7
6. To pay off mortcage in case of
death. 61 15 13
7. To provide income for old age«« 60 25 3
8. Other reasons:
To pay Inheritance tax, 10
To pay income tax.
« One family listed "do not know" for a reason.
Tabulated In Table 27 are the spontaneous responses given
In answer to question 6 and in Table 29 is the reaction to sug>
gested reasons stated in question 0. Somewhat consistent re-
plies were obtained from both the spontaneous responses and the
suggested reasons.
9)
Ovef rour-fIftlis of tbe fonlllas vlawed Insurance as an
Important means of protection and considered inoomo feplaosmont,
clean>up oxpenses, and support for d«pendents lo^ortant reasons
for carrying life Insurance. However, carrying Insurance for
more specialized protection such as energenoy or mortgage repay-
ment was not ag widely regarded. Twenty-four faalllfis felt
using insurance for energoncy funds as not liq>ortant and 13 fam-
ilies considered using Ins'ii'snce for mortgage repayment as not
important.
Insurance was viewed by a smaller proportion of the fami-
lies as a means of savln^^s. Leas ttian one-half referred to It
as a major reason for eaivylng life insurance and two-thlxnls or
less considered the savings reasons. Items 3> 5f and 7, In
Table 29 as of (Treat importance.
Reasons for Hot Owniar Mfe Insurance. Respondents were
glvsn an opportttnity to express negative opinions about life in-
surance, when questions 9 and 11 wore rephrased Into negative
forms of questions 6 and 8.
Spontaneous Reasons. The resoonses to question 9t "Wbat
would you say are the major reasons for not carrying life Insur-
ance?*, were classified and grouped under several headings (see
Table 30). Since most of the families In this study owned life
insurance, their responses to this question were in effect
"reasons why other people do not carry life insurance." The
cost of Insurance seemed to be the most frequently cited reason
for families not to carry Insurance, Nineteen just could not
Imagine anyone without inaiiranoe and in effect refused to axtswer
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tba question by claiming Inaiucanee to be a necessity. Some (1^)
eapx^saed the thought that not everyone believes In Insiirance.
And another aleeable group said that they did not consider In-
supanoe the best way to aave and Invest or to meet financial ob-
ligations.
Table 30« Major reasons for not carrying life Insurance.
Coded reasons : Number of families^''
Financial, can't afford, costs
too mvich
Insurance Is a necessity
Don't believe In Insurance
Prefer other Investments 11
Lack foresi^t or poorly Informed 10
Financially able to meet needs
othsrvise .e
Ineligible
Ho reason given i
« Panllies could give more than one response.
Suggested Responses. The reasons for carrying life insur-
ance listed on Table 31 were rephrased In negative form from
positive reasons for carrying Insurance listed in Table 29. The
frequency of agreement, disagreement, or no opinion are shown in
Table 31. The higher agreement with items 3f kt ^^ 7 indicates
that insurance is not considered the beat nisthod of saving.
Disagreement with reasons 1, 2, and 9 indicated a tendency to
"believe" in insurance as a reason for providing protection for
the family.
The answers to the positively phrased statements (Table 29)
and the negatively worded statements (Table 31) are consistent
to.
in rank order. The frequency with which ramllieB atuwered "of
great li^ortance" to reasons 1 through 7 (queetlon 8) on Table
29 ranked In order beginning with the most frequent response
wasi 2f If $, b, 7* 3* h» ^ aliailarly contrasted rank order of
frequency to answers of "disagree", items 1 through 7 (question
11), Table 31, wast 1, 2, 6, 7, 5, I4., 3, The rank order posi-
tion of each item was similar, and differed by two positions
only in one instanee.
Table 31. Reasons for not owning life insurance.
Reasons listed
: iJis- : Yioigroe
J agree : opinion
{ Number of feunilies
1. Prefer other ways to take cai^ of
debts, bills, and burial expenses
in cane of death.
2. Prefer other ways to provide sup»
port of dependents in case of
death.
3. Prefer other methods of saving
money,
4. Prefer other types of savings and
credit to meet emergencies.
5. Prefer other ways of providing for
education of ohildx>eu.
6. Prefer other arrangements to pay
off mortgage In case of death.
7. Prefer other ways of providing
incoiae for old age.
6. Premiums are too high.
9. Don't believe in life Insurance
12 75
11 72 6
52 30 7
kl 33 9
39 ko 10
19 57 13
II
1
it350
86
I
2
Reasons for Not Insurlnp; All Family Members
.
The lj.8 fami>
lies who did not Insure all family members were asked, "Are
there particular reasons why you do not carry life Insurance on
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•nbers of your family who are not Insured?" (question 23).
This question followed a oomplete Inventory of the family's In-
Burance polloles.
Over one»balf pave as their reason they could not afford to
Insure dl members. About one In five Indicated they had ne-
glected to purchase more life Insurance as the family expanded,
and nine preferred to concentrate their Insurance on the bread-
winner. Less frequently mentioned were reasons which reflectbd
lack of enthusiasm for Insurance. The data are suianarlsed In
Table 32.
Table 32. Reasons for not carrying life Insurance on all family
members .
Reason : Number of families*
Financial, all can afford 23
Plan to purchase more 11
Husband is the breadwinner 9
Inellglole 9
Dissatisfied with company 3
Prefer other ways of saving 2
Don't believe in insurance X
No reason given 3
» Families could give more than one response.
Adeqtiacy of Protection. To gain a better understanding of
the families' feelings about their life insurance protection, a
question j^egarding their opinion about the adeqxiacy of their
coverage was Included. The families were asked: "Do you feel
you people are carrying the 'right' arnoimt of life insurance for
you, or is It 'more' that you feel you need, or 'less'?" (ques-
tion 2t(.). This question was in the middle of the schedule and
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followed a full inventory of policies held by the family and a
question of why not all members of the family wore insured.
Fifty-four (61 pep cent) felt they were eararying the right
amount of Insurance for their famllios and 35 (39 per cent) felt
they carried more than they needed or less.
Adequacy of Protection and Child Oependenoy. About three«
fifths of the families with dependent children felt they carried
the right amount of life insurance as did about tlu?ee-fiftha of
the families without dependent childi>en. Thua, there appeared
to be no relationship between a family's changing needs due to
child dependency and their feeling toward the adequacy of thoir
coverage (Table 33).
Table 33* Opinions about carrying the right amoiuit of life in-
surance by child dependency.
Do you feel
:
..amllles with « Families without '
you have the right t dependents '• dependents » AH
anount of insurance? : t t
7m 36 18 5b
»o 23 12 S
AU 59 30 89
Families who said they had the right amount of insurance
had 60 per cent more insurance per family than those who did not
feel they had the right amount. The uninsured families were
about equally divided with respect to their feelings toward the
adequacy of their pi^tectlon. These families wei>e either unin-
surable or financially unable to carry insux>ance (Table 3i|.).
Table 3I).. Adequacy of coverage and faco value of Insui^noe.
Do you feel
you have th»
Fight afflount
of Insurance?
Face value of life Insurance
l*3,500tl 3.501;4lO,001 : J Average value
Nonet or • to : or :Alls All .Insured
t less : 10,000: higher i j (n,89): {HajB)
1— 5 9 15 25 51). ^12,262 13,513o 6 13 7 9 35 7,1|12 8,9l^5
AU 11 22 22 3k 89 i:iO,35l4^ $ll,8l5
Reasons for Feeling Adequately Protected. After asking liow
they felt about the adequacy of their Insurance coverage, the
families were asked to give the reasons why they felt that way.
Of the ^, who felt adequately protected by Insurance, about
one>thlrd (20) said they were well coverod and had as much as
they needed at the present tlae. Another one-third (I9) felt
they had as much as they could afford. Seven families said th«y
could supplement their insurance with savings, and one had
enough insurance for burial. Three of the families who felt
adequately protected had no Insurance but said they could pro-
vide for their own needs without the help of insurance. Pour
failed to give an explanation.
Of the 35, who said they felt inadequately insured, soma
responded by giving reasons why they felt they owned too littls
life insurance, and others indicated why they did not own mora
life insuirance. Ten fanilles felt they could not afford enough
insurance. Seven were no longer eligible to purchase moro in-
surance protection. Another six felt they did not have enough
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to protect the family in case of death, three had only enough
fox* oleanoiQ) e]q>ensea, and two said the adequacy of their cover«
age vaa reduced by Inflation. These data are presented In
Table 35.
Table 3?, Adequacy of Insiirp.nce ooverape and reasons why.
: Number
Reasons t of
; families
Carry the rlp:bt amount {Sm^k)
Well covered, have enough for present needs 20
Financial, have all we can afford 19
3iq?plement Instirance with sav-Jngs 7
Have no Insurance but can provide for our needs 3
Have enough for burial, can biandle all else
Ho reason given 4
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Do not carry the right amovint (N»35)
Can't afford onoueh 10
Ineligible
Not enough to protect family In case of death
Only enough for clean-up expenses 3
Adequacy of coverage reduced by Inflation 3
Other reasons 8
No renson given tt
A1H> 37
» Famlllds could give more than one response.
Opinions About Insuring Wives and Children. The next sur-
vey questions asked: "In some families the wife and children
have life Insurance and In a one they do not. For a faailly with
two younK children , how Iji^ortant do you think It la fco carry
life Insurance on the life of. ..the wife?. ..the clilldren? . . .very
liqportant, sofflewliat Important, not Important, do not kaow«"
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(questions 26 and 27) . About one-half said "very Important" and
over twoofli'ths said "somewbat Inqaortant" to insuring ttie wife
and children. Only thr«e families did not consider Insuring tti*
wife to be important, and only seven felt insuring a child to be
unli^portant. Supporting data are presented in Table 36.
Table 36, Degree of importance of carrying life insurance on
the wife and child, for a family with two young
children.
: Degree of importance
Fasdly member : Very
] Important
: Somewhut : Kot : Do not
: iiqportant i liqportant t know : All
Wife k5
Children 43
38 32
38 71 88» \89
« One family did not reply to the question.
Note that the fanllles did not insure wives and children as
rMidlly as the replies to the question might indicate. !Ihat la,
while 90 per cent of the families felt insurance to be somewhat
Important, less than one-fourth of the face value of the fami-
lies' Insurance was held by the wives and children (see Table 18 )•
Opinions About Term Inauranoe, Questions 28 and 29 were
designed to elicit opinions about term Insvtrance. Question 28
asked if the families would consider carrying a life insurance
policy which, like auto and fire insurance, would pay them noth-
ing unless they suffered a loss. As additional ejq>lanatlon, the
Interviewer told the families that the question was referring to
a type of policy in which they would get nothing, but their es-
tate or dependents would be beneficiaries in case of their
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daatht Suggested responses Included yes, no, or don't know.
Hope than two->flfths (39) said they would oonsldep canning
this type of insurance and two-fir the (36) said they would not.
Fourteen fantilies did not know.
Question 29 asked the families to give reasons for their
answer. Families who answered "yes", said term insurance af-
forded protection for dependents and provided more Insurance fc»P
less money. Some considered torn insurance lTq;>ortant to provide
financial coverage if one were heavily in debt.
The chief reason why fanilies answered "no" was that term
insurance would provide no living benefits. These faailles pre-
ferred policies which would provide dividends, borrowing prlvl-
legea, cash loan values, and Interest on the money they Invested.
Few ejqiressed negative feelings because premiums increased for
term insurance as one gets older and it becomes too expensive.
Others merely said they didn't believe in term insurance or that
they would prefer the kinds of insurance they already oarried.
Summary^ Marlon families considered life insiu'ance impor-
tant means for providing for future contingencies, particularly
etipport for survivors arising from the death of the family bread-
winner, and felt they carried the right amount of insurance for
their needs, when asked to give, spontaneously, major reasons
for carrying life Insurance, support for dependents was the em-
swer most often given. The sr>ontaneous replies appeared to In-
dicate that emphasis on carrying insurance was to minimize
financial losses because of uncertain happenings. Most tended
to view insurance as a means of protection, and as 8avin!»s only
when prompted.
AlBOst one-half Insured all family members. Those loho did
not Insure all members planned to purchase more Insurance or
preferred to concentrate their Insurance on the husband as
breadwinner. Financial reasons, or "all we can afford", wer*
most frequently given for not camrying sufficient life insur-
ance. Ineligibility was also frequently cited as a reason.
A comparison of current insurance practices with the fami-
lies' opinions about life Insurance was made. FaBtllies who said
they carried the right amount of insurance were more heavily in-
suz>ed. Most viewed as important life insurance coverage for
wives and children, but in actual practice many were not insured
or when Insured, total coverage was usvially C'2,500 or less and
less than 25 per cent of the total face value of the family*
s
Instirance. Two-fifths said they would consider term insuraneSf
but only l6 per cent of the families held term insurance poli-
cies.
Provisions for Future Contingencies
Two sections of the survey Included questions concerning
family financial siQ>port in the event of the death or disability
of a family member. In the opening section of the schedule were
questions about the extent of the family's plans. In the con-
cluding section were questions prompting self-evaluation of the
family's insurance program.
Degree of Planning. Questions 1 through l^ used the same
stem: "Has there been discussion in your family as to what it
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would do for financial support In event of...?" This ims im-
plied to death or disability of husband or wife. The amount of
planning for husbands was higher than for wives; and higher for
death than for pei>manent disability. The frequency of responses
and the percentage distribution of responses Is shown In Table
37.
Table 37. Degree of planning In the event of death or dlsabll*
ity of husband or wlfe.«
Degree of planning
T.tt-4-1<> AT. t
Considered but Fairly
Family member
and risk
no plans :
<
no definite
decision
definite
plans
Num- : Per • Num- : Per Num- t Per
ber : cent : ber : cent ber : cent
Husband's
Death 15 17 17 19 57 ^
Pemanent
disability 27 30 18 20 hk 49
Wife's
Death 1+8 51+ 9 10 32 36
Permanent
disability 61 68 9 10 19 21
All 10 11 66 7k 13 15
« Hasponses of two widower and one widow families included.
Basic Elements of Plans. Question 5, which followed th«
battei?y of questions about the extent of planning, asked what
specific plans had been made. Life insurance was listed by two-
thirds of the families as all or part of their plans in the
event of a death or disability of the husband or wife. Addi-
tional insurance in the form of accident, health, or disability
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Insurance was Included by one-flftbi. Social security, retire-
ment plans, and property and savings were mentioned by more than
one-fourth. Other elements were earnings of supvlvlng family
auibers, help from relatives, and wills • One fifth said they
had no plans. Many listed two or more sources of financial sup-
port. 7hese data are presented In Table 38
•
Table 3S. Basic elements of families' plans in the event of
death or disability of the husband or wife.
Basic elements of plans t Number of families^
Life Insurance 57
Social security and retirement plans 27
Property and savings 21^
Accident, health, or disability
insurance 18
Earnings of survivors 17
Wills 3
Family 2
Ko plans 18
« Families could give more than one reason.
Retirement Provisions. The last section of the schedule,
prompted a self-evaluation by the family of its financial pro-
gram. It began by asking question Tll-S 'Vnhat provision is made
for retirement?" All of the survey families were making provi-
sions for i>etirement. Those who were covered by social seciu>lty
indicated this as one provision. Retirement plans, savings, or
insuimnoe were mentioned by about one-fourth of the families
(Table 39).
Retirement Estimates. The next question asked the families
to estimate the cost per month needed in retirement.
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(question 75) • Kstlmatea of the 55 «ho did reply ranged from
90 to $500f with an average (mean) estimate of v237 per month.
More than half of the families estimated the; would need $200 or
less per month and two-fifths between 't'SOl to $300 per month.
Four estimated they would need between -.300 and ;;500 per month.
These data are shown on Table 1).0.
The estimates are primarily subjective estimates of what
the fBfflllles feel they require for retirement. These may not*
however, reflect the true financial needs of the families upon
retirement. What is needed for families to give these estl>
nates, taking Into accoiint the Internal and external variables
Impinging on the families, is to quantify in monetary terms
their actual needs. In this suirvey the families i>ecognlzed sons
of these variables, such as changes in the price level, but had
no basis for predicting future changes in these variables.
Thus, the answers derived from the families involve a static
concept, holding price level and other variables constant.
Table 39* Provisions made for retirement.
Provision ; number of families^
Social security 81
Savings 28
Retli>ement plans ^Life Insurance Si.
« Families could give more than one provision.
I
nTable lt.O> Estimated amount needed per month for retlpement.
iSstlmated amount ! Number of families
jilOO or under 3
vilOl - ,200 26
$201 - V300 22
^301 - l^oo A
All estimates 55
Do not know 3u.
All families 89
Range, I90 - *500 per month; mean, 4237 per month (N 55)
•
Education Provisions. Provisions made for the education of
children were asked in question 76, of those who had children.
Four-flfths of the families with dependent children bad made
provisions for the education of their children. These families
were depending on four sources: Insurance; children's savings
and earnings from part-time work; parents' earnings and savings;
and gifts, loans, or scholarships (s*e Table I4.I). Most fre-
quently mentioned were parents' or children's earnings and sav-
ings, with more en^hasls placed on children's or parents' earn-
ings than on savings. Less frequently mentioned was the use of
insurance. Only three families were counting on gifts, loans,
or scholarships.
Education Cost Estimated. Almost one-half of the families
*«re unable to give estimates in reply to question 77: "Esti-
mated cost of attending college per year." But of those who
did, the estimates ranged from $700 to $2,500, an average of
$1,306 per year. The estimates of families without dependents
1
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was slightly higher than of those with depnndents (see Table \\.2),
In terms of present student expenditures, these estimates are
quite realistic (Umberger, I962).
Table l(.l. Provisions made for the education of dependent
children.
Provision : Nviraber of families (Ka59)*
From parents SParents' savings
Parents ' earnings 22
Prom children
^Children's savings
Childi-en's earnings 21
Insurance 21
Gifts, loans, and scholarships 3
No provisions 12
« Fafflllles could give more than one provision.
Table I).2. Estimated costs of education beyond high school.
Estimated cost j
Families
| Average (mean)
to attend col- ' j Ho : Number ! estimated costs of
lege per year
^
All
^ response t responding » responding families
Families with
dependents 59 25 3ik ll,290
Families without
dependents 30 19 H lltSS?
All 89 kk k5 $1,306
Question 78 asked for the: '^Total estimated cost for edu»
eating your family beyond high school," The estimates ranged
from tl#.,000 to •;-30,000 per family and on a per dependent basis
the mean estimate was $5»089 per dependent. Aastimlng these
7^
families were thinking In terms of a oollece education, the
above estimate divided by four yields a mean estimate of 1,272
per dependent per year, which Is closely associated with the es-
timate given for the annual cost of college in this study (ques-
tion 77).
Burial Provlalons. Question 79 asked: "V.hat provision Is
made to cover a burial expense?" Over four-fifths of the fami-
lies were planning to use Insurance to covor burial expenses*
Only one-tenth were z>elylng on savings and Investments or aoolal
security. Another one-tenth said they nad made no provisions.
The replies are tabulated In Table !|.3.
Table 1^3. Provisions for burial expenses.
Provision : "iwabsr o" farslllas-"-
I nsurance 76
Savings and investments 7
Social security 2
No provision 9
« Families could i^ive raoro than one provision.
Burial Estimates. The following question (80) asked:
"Kstlmated cost of a burial per bijrlal." Burial costs estimates
ranged from $100 to ^4.,^00 with an average (mean) estimated cost
of 'i^9().0. Over one-half of the estimates were between ft75>0 and
$1,250, one-third were under •'•750, and less than one-tenth were
over ffl,?50. One-fourth of the families were unable to give es-
timates. The frequency of cost estimates is shown In Table t|l(..
Provisions for Death and Related Expenses
.
The families
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aaked in question 81 t "What provision Is made to cover
medleal and otbior e^qiMnses that might be left following death?"
Life Insurance, accident, health, or disability Insurance, and
Blue Cross or other hospitalization Insurance vere most fre-
quently given, Mfe Insurance was mentioned by more than one-
half (i).9) of the families • Accident, health, and disability
Insurance and Blue Cross and other hospitalisation Insurance aas
cited by more than one-third (3i^)* Savings* social security,
end other provisions were given by less than one-tenth of the
respondents. Seven families had made no provision for medical
and other •xpenaea that might be left following death.
Table Ml.. Estimated cost per burial.
Estimated cost ; Number of families
Under WTSO
i750 - pl,250
Over tl,250
..,
S
All estimates 0?
Do not know ^
All families 89
Raage, #100 - $it.,500 per burial) mean, $9l(.0 per burial (Nm67).
Pi^visions for Surviving Family Members
.
Questions 82
through 81). asked the families to list the provisions made for
the care of the surviving husband, wife, or children. PamllieB
were less likely to have provided for the husband than for the
wife or children. In fact the most frequently cited provision
for the husband is that he should earn his own living.
Inauraiuse was relied vpoa for care of wife and children In
nearly the same degree. Social security and retirement plans
were not as llkelj to provide support for a surviving husband as
for the svirvlvlng wife and ehlldi>en, because more husbands w«r«
engaged In social secjrlty covered employments.
Savings and Investment normally would be equally available
to all survivors, yet it was much more frequently cited as a
provision for the surviving wife. One-fourth of the wives were
expected to earn their own support in case of death or dlsabil>
Ity of the husband.
Reliance upon relatives is obviously not a part of the
Marion family idea of family financial security. Supporting
data for these statements are presented In Table tt.5*
Table k5» Provisions for care of siurvlvlng husband, wife, or
children.
Survivor
Provisionft Husband I ftife t Children
(Ns68) J (Ns67) : (Ks59)
Insurance 2k 60 kl
Social security and
retirement plans 17 32 -^
Savings end Investmorts 9 22 11
Earnings of survivors 52 21 k
Accident, health, and
disability insurance 2 h
Relatives 2 2
Other provisions 1 1
No provisions 12 c \
« Families could give more than one provision.
Evaluation Questions. To the question (85), "In genei>al.
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do 70U feel you are as veil covered by Insurance and savlnga as
you can afford to be?", 65 per cent answered "yes". To the con-
cluding question, "Do you feel financially secure?", 76 per cent
answered "yes".
If ttie families are compared with respect to their feelings
toward tbe adeqi;aoy of insurance and financial security, than
one would expect the families who felt financially secure to
also feel adequately covered and the fdrallies who did not feel
financially secure to also feel inadequately covered. This
tendency is evident in Table 1|.6. That is. 111 said they felt fi-
nancially secure and adequately covered and 18 said they did not
feel financially secure and were inadaquately covered. The
other families who felt financially seour* but inadequately cov-
ered (17) or adequately covered but not financially secure (13)
were given special study. These families were within the normal
limits with respect to age of husband, insurance coverage, net
worth, and income, and a little lower with respect to education
of the husband. The 13 families more often felt as well covered
by insurance and savings as they could afford to be.
Table I4.6. Financial security and adequacy of insurance.
' Adequacy of Insurance
Do you foel s —.——-_———-——-——————————————»
financially : °^"*y ^^ '"^E'^*^ « ^° ^^ carry :
secure? ' amount of i the right amount : All
• insurance t of insurance :
Y«s 1|1 17 58
»o 13 18 31
All 5l! 35 89
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Thez*e Is no known basis vlthln the data iipon which to
rationalize or explain why 30 families deviat* from the rest of
the 89 survey famlllea. There may be some other factors affect*>
Ing their feelings such as personality characteristics which
were not obtained. Also, as the desire for family financial se-
curity finds expression in many forms, the 30 fcuBllies may dif-
fer with respect to their concept of family financial security.
Summary. Kore families had definite plans in the event of
the husband's death or disability than for the wife's death or
disability. Provisions cited for the death or disability of the
husband and wife in the opening section of the survey were gen-
erally again listed as provisions for surviving family members
in the closing evaluation section. The most frequently men-
tioned provisions in both seotiona were insurance, social secur-
ity, and savings and Investments. However, families were more
likely to list these provisions for the surviving wife and child
as over one-half of the husbands were expected to continue earn-
ing their own living. Accident, health, and disability Insur-
anee •»« given by one-fifth as a provision for the death or dis-
ability of the husband and wife but mentioned by less than five
per cent as a provision for surviving family members.
Provisions for meeting other contingencies were: social
security for retirement expenses, parents' and children's earn-
ings and savings as well as Insurance for the education of de-
pendent children; and insvirance for medical and other expenses
left after death. The average retix>ement money needs were esti-
Biated to b« i»237 par month. Other estimates given by liarion
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families were: average btirlal eosts, $9l).0; and average annual
college ooats, ll,306.
Three-foiirtbs or more of tbe families felt they were as
•11 covered by Insurance and savings as they could afford to b«
and said they felt financially secure. Those families who felt
financially secure also tended to feel adequately covered by In-
surance. The families who felt financially secure but inade-
<Tuately covered, or did not feel financially secure but felt
adequately covered, were of avez^ge age of husband. Insurance
covex«ge, net worth, and Income, and deviated only with respect
to education of the husband, which was slightly less. There Is
no basis within the existing data to explain why these families
deviated from the expected pattern. Furthur lnfor>matlon is
needed. For example, information about personality characteris-
tics might help explain their apparent "inconsistency" of ex-
px>es8lng a feeling of inseotirlty despite a feeling of adequacy
of insurance coverage, or of expressing a feeling of sectirlty
whan they feel Inadequately covered.
Education and Provisions for Dependents
This section suranarlzes the education plans of families
with children In college, with children of pre-college age, and
with dependent children six years of age and older who wei^ not
in school. Schedule questions about education plans Included in
parts A, B, and C In section VII are presented. Followln;; this
is a discussion of the opinions of all Marion families toward
education, which were given In answer to the questions in part D
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of section VII.
Families With Children In Collef-e. Six of the Marlon faal-
llea had one dependent child in college. All grade levels*
freshman through senior, were represented. Five were attending
Kansas schools, four were enrolled in state supported colleges
or vmlversltles, one In a church supported school, and one In a
church stpported school located outside the state. Medicine,
business, engineering, music, and religious education were among
the major fields of study. One student was undecided about a
major field. Family earnings, student earnings. Including full
or part time work, scholarships, and loans were the means used
to finance the dependents' educations.
These families move asked whether they felt a college edu-
cation should be encouraged as much for girls as for boys. Of
the four families who said yes, three said a college education
would protect the wife if she were widowed and would have to
support the family. Two said the girl needed the education in
order to obtain a Job or secure a Job that would pay more money.
The two families who said no felt a married woman should stay
home with the family, although one family did say that the edu-
cation would be desirable if the family could afford it.
The families were then asked if it were eqiially important
for girls to graduate from college. The responses given were
the same as the preceding question, four said yes and two said
no. The families who felt it was important, en^basized again
the importance of a college degree in order to obtain a Job or
to obtain a better Job. One family added that a college degree
ai
«aa protection for the girX; sha would have more knowledge and
eould do more creative work» The families who disagreed Indi-
cated it was nlee* but not liqiortant. If one could afford col-
lege it would be "all right".
The faailies gave a vairiety of reasons as to why a colleg*
education was worth the cost. The ability to obtain a Job, bet»
ter opportiinities for advancement, and the ability to earn more
money were stressed by all families. Two families said the de-
pendent would have ffloi>e knowledge and could do more creative
work. The cultural benefits of a college education wev also
mentioned.
Families With Children of Pre-eollege Age. There were 26
faailles with children of pre-oollego age, seventh gi^de or
above. All of these families felt high school gi%d\iates should
be encouraged to continue their education beyond high school*
Nearly three-fourths of the families were making college plana
for their children. Prospects for a better job and increased
earnings were the major reasons given. Major anticipated finan-
cial provisions for those with college plans were family earn-
ings, student earnings, and savings. Two families wei^ coimting
on a scholarship or loan as a potential financial source.
One family was making plans to give their child specialized
training. Prospects for a better job was the major reason.
Student earnings and savings were listed as anticipated means of
financing the child's education. About one-fourth said they had
no special education plans for their children.
One-fourth of the families with children of pre-college age
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felt that education beyond blgh school was more Important for
boys than for girls. The boy Is the breadwinner, and editeatlon
would enable him to obtain a better Job. One family added that
a college education was inportant for a girl, if the family
could afford the cost, in order to protect the girl should her
husband die. Two families answered this question in a different
context. They said a boy could work his way through college but
it was necessary to pay for a girl's education In order for her
to get a Job.
Seven families had dependents who e:q>ected to attend col<»
lege within three years and one family was planning to send
their boy to a trade school. Only half of the dependents had
definitely selected a school. Church work, business, education,
and astronomy were among the major fields of study being consid-
ered. All but one family Indicated that family earnings would
be a major method of financing. Six families were counting on
student earnings, both summer work and full time. Insurance and
savings were other means that were given.
Families V.'ith Dependent Children Six Years of Age and Over
Mot in School. There was only one family with a dependent child
of school age not in school. She was a high school gx*aduate and
had attended one semester of college. She had lost interest In
college and had no desire to continue her education. At present
stM WAS living at home, and working full time, but not self-sup-
porting.
Opinions About Education. All of the families were asked
to estimate opinions about education. All but two families felt
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that a college eduoation would be of more value to a youn;: per»
aon no* than when they were going to school. All but one family
felt education to be related to the financial security of a fam-
ily.
The families felt that eduoation and family financial se-
curity were related because a college or high school education
provided Increased job opporttinltles. Including higher paying
Jobs and more earning power. Others felt that Increased educa-
tion provided more Job protection through Increased opportuni-
ties for steady eiiQjloynent . The cultural benefits of education
as It bjroadens one's knowledge and viewpoint weire deemed liqpor-
tant by nine families. Families, who disagreed, felt financial
aeoxirlty was dependent upon one's ability to earn, save, and
nuiAge, whioh evidently were unrelated to education.
In answer to question 56, "If yea, over the life of an In-
divldxial, how much do you think a man with a college degree
would make over one without one?", less than one in ten ^ve an
actual estimate. Those ranged from ^IkO.OOO to !i: 250,000. Kearly
one-third of the families said they did not know, about one-
fourth answered that it depended on the IndlvldTial or the Job,
and another one-fourth Indicated a man with a college degz^e
would make more money, aooetlmes as much as twice or more.
Families were asked to tell the type of educational prepar-
ation they felt best prepared a boy or girl for the future (see
question 57). Suggested occupations were presented and they
ware asked to check one response for the boy and one response
for the girl. When occupations such aa bricklayer, beautician.
flif
barber, butcher, contractor, carpenter, and auto repair were
mentioned tbey wero classified as tirades*
Actual obolcea revealed that the fainlllea felt the follo««
Ing types of educational preparation best prepared a boy for the
future: medicine (20 per cent), engineering (17 per cent),
basic aclenoe training (15 per cent), bualnesa (11 per cent),
govemmeat and law (11 per cent), and other (11 per cent).
ClrlB would be best prepared for the future by taking: nurslnc
(34 per cent), home eoonomlcs (26 per cent), business (11 per
cent), education (10 per cent), and other (t). per cent). Other
fajBllles felt the type of educational pi^paration should depend
on the individual boy's (25 per cent) or girl's (17 per cent)
own choice.
After the faollies had Indicated the responses for the boy
and girl, the husband and wife were asked to tell which sug»
gested response they would pick. If they were to start over (see
question 57 c and d), A greater variety of occupations wore
listed by the husbands and wives as their own choice In contrast
to their choice for the girl or boy. Education, business, ensl"
neerlng, agriculture, and trades were more frequently listed as
choices by the husbands or wives for themselves than for a boy
or girl. Supporting data are presented in Table 1^7*
Over one^fourth of the husbands and wives said they made
their choice because the occupation was rewarding or enjoyable.
About one-fifth were Influenced by a past or their present Job,
Othex>s said they had a talent or Interest in the occupation, or
felt the chosen oooupation would bring greater financial rewards*
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Table l;7. Types of education that families feel best prepared a
boy or girl for the future.
Wife ! Boy
Kduoatlon«
-„^ ..-.^„ ..^j - Husband
t Per : Per { Per i Per
t cent t cent • cent i cent
» Girl «
:
Nuralng
Business training, like
alesmanshlp
Englneerlns
Home I^onomles
Basic tralnlnfT In mathematics,
elence, etc.
Education
Physics and chemistry
GovoiTjment and law
Medicine
literature and the fine arts
Economies and social solenoe
Lanfiuages
Agricultural
Trades
Don't know
Depends on the Individual
31+ 26
11 26 11 18
17 19
2b 17
1 15
10 16 3 3
1
1 11 8
1 20 9
3 3
I1 2 3
1
1 3 10
2 10
1 7 1 13
17 2?
«• Some Indicated more than one type of education.
Suasaarr. Moat of the Marlon families with children of pr«»
collei^e age were making plans to send their children to college,
while six families currently had children in college. The major
reasons given for sending children to college were: to obtain a
Job and ability to earn more money. Major anticipated means of
financing a college education were parents' or children's earn-
ings and savings. Most of the families with children of pre-
college age felt a collei^e education trns equally as in^ortant
for girls as for boys. Only one family had a dependent child of
school age not in school.
All of the families deemed a college education to be of
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more value to a young person now than when they were going to
scbool, and alao felt a college education iiad a direct bearing
on the financial security or a family. However, most families
were unable to estimate the amount of mooey a man wltb a college
degree would make over one without one.
Nursing and home economics for the girl and medicine, engl*
neerlng, and basic training In mathematics and science for the
boy were most frequently mentioned by husbands and wives as the
best educational preparation for the futux>e of a boy or girl.
One-fourth of the faallles said the type of educational prepara-
tion depends on the boy and almost one -fifth said It depends on
the girl.
SOIOUST
Sigbty-nlne families In Marlon, Kansas were Inteinrlewed in
August, i960. This survey was part of a statewide survey of
rural Kansas families. The Interview Included questions about
the provisions families were making for future contingencies and
personal risks, the use of life insurance to provide for these
risks, cuod their oplnloixs about life insurance and the education
of dependent children.
Interviewed were 66 husband and wife families, one widow,
and two widower families. Length of marriage ranged from one to
56 years and averaged (mean) 21 years. The average (mean) age
of the wives (1^2. 7 years) was 2.9 years less than the average
age of the husband (1|.5.5 years). P'ifty-nine of the families had
dependents, for whom they were contributing more than one-half
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of their support. Tbe aver«g« number of dependents was 1.5 so
the family size was 3«5« iiiore tban oD««tolf toe husbands and
wives had conpleted high aohool. Uusbands under 1^.5 years aver>
aged one more year of schooling than the wives, whereas older
husbands averaged one year less and were less fr«quently high
school graduates.
Host husbands (92 per cent) and about one-half (I4.6 per
cent) of the wives were fully or partially gainfully ei^loyed.
About one-half of the husbands were veterans.
Average (mean) net worth {i25th9^) w^s four times the aver-
age inooa» ($6,320). All but two of tha families reported so-
cial security or retirement plan experience.
All but four families reported life insurance experience.
Eighty-eight per cent presently insured one or more family mem-
bers, and their average (mean) face value coverage was ill, 672
per insured family. Family coverage was conoent>:>ated on the
husband. He was most frequently insured, held more policies,
and the face value of policies on his life was almost three*
fourths the family coverage. Families with dependent children
were more often insured than those without children because of
the presence of children. However, the disposition to Insure
the husband or wife did not vai^y with the presence or absence of
dependent children. Among the insulted families, over four-
fifths (86 per cent) insured the husband, over one-half (56 per
cent) the wives, and three-fourths (71 per cent) with dependents
insured their children.
About two-thii>d8 (63 per cent) purchased their children's
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policies at blrtb. However, only 1|0 per cent of the wives' pol-
icies and 15 per cent of the husbands' policies were purcliaaed
between 21 and 35* Limited pay-ZO year and whole life were the
most popular types of policies.
An average of one lapsed policy per family was reported.
HowMver, most said they planned to continue their present poll"
eleSf and about ten per cent planned to Increase their cove]?age
within the next five years*
All but one family carried some form of Insurance othor
than life insurance. Most commonly held were liability and eol»
llsion automobile lnsvu*anoe, fiz>e and extended coverage for the
family home, and hospitalization.
Marion families believed In life Insurance and considered
its most in^ortant use the support aud protection of dependents
in event of death or disability of the husband or tiife. Using
life insurance to save for anticipated events such as education
of dependent children, income for old ago, or savlnpa, v&a
•gx^ed to only when suggested voluntarily.
Those who felt they carried the right amount of Insurance
for their needs {5k per cent) were also more heavily Insured.
Families who did not Insure all family members (lj.6 per cent)
gave financial reasons or "all we can afford" as the major rea-
son for not Insuring all or part of tlie family. Insurance cov-
er«ge for the wlXe and children was deemed Important by over 90
per cent of tho families.
i'airly definite plans had been made by 64 per cent of the
families in the event of the husband's death.; and by 1^9 per cent
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for the disability of the husband. Definite plans in the event
of the death of the wife had been made by only 36 per cent of
the famlllaa and only 21 per cent should the wife be permanently
disabled. Insurance vaa the major component of most plans. In-
surance \Taa to provide for burial, medical, and other death re-
lated ej^enses. The average face value of polloiea ($2f695) Mi>
less than one-half the average annual Income.
Major provisions for college education Included parents' op
childi^en's earnings and savings; and social security was the ma-
jor provision for retirement. The families estimated retirement
Income needed to be $236 per month; burial costs to be i-dkO pep
burial; and i|l»306 pep year for a college education.
Education was rated highly by the families. All but one
family felt a college education was of more value to the young
person of today than when they were young. All but two felt
ediioation to be related to the financial security of a family.
Six families currently had children in colleee and over two-
thirds of the families with children of pre-college age were
naldng college plans.
Over three-foiu-tha of the families said they carried as
much insurance and savings as they could afford to carry and
felt financially secure. Forty-one families who felt finan-
cially secure also felt they carried the right amount of insur-
ance and 18 who did not feal financially secure felt they did
not carry the right amount. Thirty families deviated from the
expected replies; 13 carried the right amount, yet did not feel
financially secure, and 17 felt secure, but did not feel they
90
eazvled the right amount of Insurance. These 30 families were
very similar to the other 59 families with respect to age of
husband, net worth, income, and insurcinoe coverage.
The only other objective characteristic by which these
groups of families could be compared is education. The educa*
tional level of hxisbands of the 30 families was one year below
average. Thus the available objective data offer no basis for
explaining the differences betreen the tro r^roiips of families.
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APPENDIX A <)5
CONFIDENTIAL Family Schedule Number
Date
County
Township or Town_
Time began
Time ended
Interviewer
SURVEY OF FAMILY FINANCIAL SECURITY:
EDUCATION AND INSURANCE
Summer 1960
(CONFIDENTIAL)
KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
Project 427*
*A contributing project to Department of Family Economics
North Central Regional Research Justin Hall
Project NC-32 Kansas State University
Manhattan, Kansas
INTRODUCTION
As an Experiment Station research project the Department of Family Economics at
Kansas State University is conducting a survey to learn something about the attitudes
of families toward life insurance and education as means of providing financial secur-
ity for a family.
They feel that the best way to get this information is to talk directly with the
people themselves.
Eight counties in Kansas have been chosen in which to make the survey, and your
family is one of 220 families selected at random to be part of the survey.
I. ATTITUDE TOWARD PLANNING
I would like to ask first some general questions about your plans in the event of
death or disability In your family:
1. Has there been discussion in your family as to what it would do for financial
support in event of the death of the husband ?
a
.
Little or none ?
b. Considered the matter, but have not reached a definite decision?
c. Have developed fairly definite plans?
2. Has there been discussion in your family as to what it would do for financial
support in event of husband' s permanent disability ?
a. Little or none?
b. Considered the matter, but have not reached a definate decision?
c. Have developed fairly definite plans?
3. Has there been discussion in your family as to what it would do for financial
support in event of the death of the wife?
a. Little or none?
b. Considered the matter, but have not reached a definite decision?
c. Have developed fairly definite plans?
4. Has there been discussion in your family as to what it would do for financial
support in event of wife's permanent disability ?
a. Little or none?
b. Considered the matter, but have not reached a definite decision?
c. Have developed fairly definite plans?
If you have indicated plans above, what are the basic elements of your plans?
That is, what are you counting on in case of need?
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II. ATTITUDE TOWARD INSURANCE
One of the things we want to find out is how people like yourself feel about life in-
surance
.
6. What would you say are the major reasons for carrying life insurance?
7. Can you think of any other reasons?
a.
b.
8. Here are some of the reasons people have given when asked why the head of a
family should carry life insurance. Please indicate which of these reasons
are of areat importance to you
,
which are less important , and which are not
important at all to you.
Great Less Not
Importance Important Important
a. To pay bills, debts, burial expenses
in case of death.
b. To provide support for dependents
in case of death.
c. To have a good method of saving
money.
d. To enable you to borrow in an
emergency.
e. To provide funds for the education
of children.
f. To pay off mortgage in case of
death.
g. To provide income for old age.
h. Others,
9.
10.
11.
VII
a.
b.
C-.
Ca
a.
b.
He
sh(
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g-
h.
i.
lat would you say are the major reasons for not carrying life insurance?
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n you think of any other reasons ?
re are some reasons qeoole have given when asked why the head of the family
)uld not carry life insurance. Do you agree with them?
Agree Disagree No opinion
(yes) (no)
Prefer other ways to take care of
debts, bills, and burial expenses
in case of death.
Prefer other ways to provide
support of dependents in case of
death.
Prefer other methods of saving
money.
Prefer other types of savings and
credit to meet emergencies.
Prefer other ways of providing for
education of children.
Prefer other arrangements to pay
off mortgage in case of death.
Prefer other ways of providing
income for old age.
Premiums are too high.
Don't believe in life insurance.
Others.
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V. FAMILY LIFE INSXmANCE COVERAGE
Complete a "policy sheet" for each dependent, currently or formerly insured.
Number of sheets completed
.
21. Are there persons other than those listed in question 12 on whom you have
carried insurance? [_Yes
|
| No |
22. Have you or members of your family ever been a beneficiary of a life insur-
ance policy and actually received payment? IYes I |Nol
23. a. Are there particular reasons why you do not carry life insurance on
members of your family who are not insured?
I
Yes I I No I I Not Apply]
b. What are they?
24. We are interested In knowing how people feel about their insurance protection.
Do you feel you people are carrying the "right" amount of life insurance for
you, or is it "more" than you feel you need, or "less" ? [flj Ml EE
25. Why do you feel that way?_
In some families the wife and children have life insurance and in some they do
not. For a family with two young children , how important do you think it Is to
carry life insurance on the life of
Very Somewhat Not Do not
important important important know
26. The wife. . . .
27. The children.
28. Would you consider carrying a life insurance policy which, like auto and fire
insurance, pays nothing unless you suffer a loss? I am referring to a type
of policy in which you get nothing—jus t your estate or dependents are benefi-
ciaries in caee of your death.
IYes I |No
|
[Don't know |
29, Why?
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VI. OTHER INSURANCE
We are also interested In other forms of insurance carried by your family:
: yes :
; no ; : loss ever
Do you carry insurance : don't.: : experienced?
on: : own : If no, why not? : Yes No
30. Your automobile or truck?
a. Liability
b. Collision
31. Your home?
a. Fire
b. Extended coverage
32. Your household goods?
a. Fire
b. Extended coverage
c. Theft
33. Farm—crops?
a. Hail damage
b. Theft
34. Farm buildings?
a. Fire
b. Extended coverage
35. Personal liability—for
accidents on property, of
employees or guests?
36. Health insurance:
a. Blue cross (hospital)
b. Blue shield (surgical)
c. Health and accident
(commercial)
d. Major medical
e. Others
37. Personal property floater?
38. Others .-
a. Livestock
b.
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Vn. EDUCATION PLANS
A. For families with children in college full or part time? (K none, skip to B.)
Name
Month and year
entered
Major fields of
study
College
or
University
How is edu-
cation being
paid for? ^
n. s. wp.K.)
as 4rt. 41. 42. 43.
44. Do you feel that a college education should be encouraged as much for girls
as for boys? |Yes| |Noi INo opinion
|
b. Why?_
45. a. Is it equally important for girls to graduate from college?
lYesl INo
I I
No opinion
I
b. Why?_
46. In what different ways do you think a college education is worth the cost?
B. For families with children of pre-coUege age: (If none, skip to C.)
(If children have dropped out of school, rephrase to ask about high school
rather than college.)
47. Do you feel high school graduates should be encouraged to continue their
education beyond high school? |Yes| |No| | No opinion |
48. If no, why not?
__^
49. a. If yes, what are the plans for education?_
b. Why?
c. How would their education be financed?
a. Would your answer different for boys than for girls?
I
Yes
I
|~No~]
I
No opinion
|
b. If yes, in what way:
51. If any of the children expect to go to college in the next three years, when
do they intend to go? (Enter information in Table A.)
vik
C. For families with dependent children six years of age and over not in school ;
(If none, skip to D.)
Name
Last grade completed
When completed
52. Why didn't go on in school? (Major reason.
)
a. Graduated
b. Needed at
home
c. Lost interest
d. Military
service
e. No desire
f. Illness
g. Temporarily
out
D. Ask of all families :
53. Do you feel that a college education would be of more value to a young
person now than when you were going to school?
[
Yes
I I
No
I
I
No opinion]
54. Do you feel that education has any relation to the financial security of a
family? |Yes
| |
No| | No opinionj
55. In what ways? _
56. If yes, over the life of an individual, how much do you think a man with
a college degree would make over one without one ?
$
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57. What type of education do you feel prepares a boy or a girl best for the future?
(Check one.)
a. Boy b. Girl
Nursing.
Business training like salesmanship.
Engineering.
Home economics.
Basic traininginmathematios, science, etc.
Education.
Physics and chemistry.
Government and law.
Medicine.
Literature and the fine arts,
Economics and social studies
Languages.
Agricultural.
Others.
c. If you were to start over, which would you pick?
Husband Wife
d. Why?
^^^
Vra. ECONOMIC STATUS-INCOME AND SOURCES
Insurance is a contract to pay money in the event that the risk insured against
occurs. Insurance premiums require sufficient regular income to continue payments.
58. So that we might relate your insurance program to income, would you check
the income class which best represents your total net income last year?
Loss .
Even —
a. -$5,501 or more h. f $ 501 to 1,500
b. - 4,501 to 5,500 i. f 1,501 to 2,500
c. - 3,501 to 4,500 j. * 2,501 to 3,500
d. - 2,501 to 3,500 k. ¥ 3,501 to 4,500
-e. - 1,501 to 2,500 1. f 4,501 to 5,500
f. - 501 to 1,500 m. I- 5,501 to 6,500
n. t 6,501 to 7,500
0. + 7,501 to 8,500
g. - $ 500 to + 500 p. f 8,501 to 9,500
q.
-I- 9,501 to 10,500
r. t 10,501 to 13,000
s. + 13,001 to 15,500
t. -1- 15,501 to20,500
u. f 20, 501 and more
. Gain
1 ]959 incoTin'* rpppiveri hv:
Husband . wifp. .
._!
Children
59. Farming:
(Net Income from operaMne farm) $ $... . $
60. Leases and rents:
a. Oil and gas
^- Rent farm
c. Rooms and real estate
61. Labor:
a. Farm work
b. Other
62. Investments:
a. Interest
b. Dividends |
63. Business— self employed
64. Government payments:
a. VA
'
...
b. Social security
65. Teaching, nursing, and other
professions
66. Others
TOTALS
67. 68. 69.
70. How much of this income can vou count on reeularlv each year? $
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IX. FINANCIAL STATUS-NET WORTH
One's insurance program needs to be related to the value of his holdings as well
as his income. That is, life insurance is income-replacement, but it is also a way of
covering debts and obligations in case of death or disability. Also your Investments
are a form of self insurance.
With your assistance I should like to dr
which will help us evaluate your insurance
Business or farm?
Land and improvements
Farm machinery
Livestock
Crops and grain in storage
aw up a picture of your financial position
program.
What do you have? What do you owe?
(dollars) (dollars)
S $
$ $
$
$
$
$_
Others
Home
$ «
*_ $
Other real estate
Automobile and/or truck
Household furnishings and appliances
$ $
$
$
$
*_ _
Savings and investments:
Government bonds $_
Corporate stocks and bonds $_ -
Bank accounts (S & L)
Savings and Loans (S & L)
$
$$_
Co-op share $_ _
Producers Credit Administration $_ $
Cash value of life insurance policies $_ $
Others:
Hospital and medical bills $
Other bills
Small Ipans and Credit union
TOTAL 71
$
$
72.$
NET WORTH 73. $
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X. EVALUATION
With this information before us, let us return to an evaluation of the insurance
program.
74. What provision is made for retirement?
75. Estimated cost $ per mo. needed in retirement.
76. What provision is made for the education of children?
77. Estimated cost of attending college $
78. Total estimated cost for educating your family beyond high school $
79. What provision Is made to cover a burial expense?
80. Estimated cost of a burial $ per burial.
81. What provision is made to cover medical and other expenses that might be left
following death ?
82. What provision Is made for the care of the surviving husband?
83. What provision is made for the care of the surviving wife?
84. What provision is made for the surviving children?
Few families can cover all the many possible losses that might occur. Fortunately,
in only the more tragic situations do many of the losses occur at one time. So most of
us are "safe" when we take chances in not covering with insurance all the possible
losses.
85. In general do you feel you are as well covered by insurance and savings as
you can afford to be?
|
Yes| |No| |No opinion!
86. Do you feel financially secure? |Yes| IJNol |No opinion I
Thank you for your cooperation.
87. Would you like a copy of the results of this survey? lYesI INol
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APPEHDIX B
KAISAS STATE UNIVKRSITY
Hanhattan, Kansas
Department of Family EoonomJLos
Justin iiall
Omv
As an Ej^erlment Station research project, the Department of
Family Gconomlos at Kansas State University is conducting a sur-
vey to learn something about the attitudes of families toward
life insurance and education as a means of providing financial
security for a family.
We feel that the best may to cet this is to talk directly with
the people themselves. Your family has turned up as one of
those to be interviewed. The families were aelected purely by
chance and are an accurate cross-section of the state.
The results of all the interviews will be combined and published
In a report which represents the state as a whole. The report
will be entirely statistical and no person will ever be identi-
fied. Your Interview would be held In strict confidence.
In order that this cross-section sample bo accurate, we cannot
make substitutions of families, but we ask our interviewer to be
sure to talk with someone at each of the selected homes. One of
our interviewers, '!rs. Marguerite Umberger, Miss Judy Hogers or
Miss Joyce Laverente, will call at your home sometime during the
period of August 8 through 31.
If you have any questions, or would like additional information
about this project, we will be glad to answer any inquiries.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely yours.
Rlobard L. D. Mors*
Professor and Head
RLOIlitg
APP£HDIX C
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PAllILr FINANCIAL SECORITY, FiARION, KANSAS,
A0GOST, I960
JUDITH DUN ROGERS
B. S., Iowa State University, 1958
AN ABSTRACT OF A MASTER'S THESIS
ubmltted In partial fulfillment of the
Fequlrements fop tbe degxw*
VASTER OF SCIENCE
Department of Family Economics
KANSAS STATE OHIVEHSITy
Manhattan, Kansas
1962
The dosire for fsimlly financial seevirlty finds expression
In many forms. The approach toimrd family financial security
used In this research was to study the provisions and plans fam»
llles were making for future contincencles and personal risks*
particularly through life insurance and oducatlon»
This study «as a part of the Kansas Agricultural Experiment
Station Project, Organised Research Project No« k-27t "Economic
Status and Plans for Future Security of Rural Families," a con-
tributing project to North Central Regional Project HC-32,
"Financial Security of Rural Families." The data were obtained
during tho summer of I96O as part of a statewide survey of 200
rural Kansas families selected at random by probability sampling.
Of the 89 personal Interviews conducted in Marlon, Kansas during
August, i960, 91 psi* cent were made by the writer.
Elghty-slx husband and wife, one widow, and two widower
feunllles, living together and receiving one-half or more si^port
were Interviewed. The average family had 3.5 members. The hus-
band and wife were married 21 years. They had cosqiletod 12
years of schooling. Nearly all (93 per cent) husbands and Si;
per cent of their wives were gainfully employed.
Average net money Income (fr6,320) was one-fourth the average
net worth (t'25,l;96). Only two families reported no oxperlenoa
with social security or retirement plans.
Marion families (9^ per cent) generally had experience with
life Insurai'ice. Tho average coverage was ; 10,35!t- P»i* family.
Insured families concentrated their life Insurance on the hus-
band, lie was more often Insured, carried more policies, and had
more total coverage. Other kinds of Insurance generally held
were collision and liability automobile Insurance, fire and ex-
tended coverage on the family home, and hospitalisation*
Life insurance was more often viewed as a risk medium, par>
tlcularly for support of dependents in event of the death of the
husband, than as a savings meditia. Most families said they be-
lieved In life insurance, favored coverage for wives and
children, and felt their life insurance coverage w«s adequate.
The tendency to Insure the husband and wife did not vary with
tba presence or absence of dependent children,
Koz« families had definite plans for the family in the
event of the husband's death or disability than for the wife's
death or disability. Provisions for meeting future contingen-
cies included: insurance for the sujTvlving wife and children,
burial, medical and other related death expenses | social secur-
ity for retirement eaqjenaes; parents' and children's earnings
and savings for the education of dependent children.
Mean estimated costs for selected contlncenoles weret
retirement, f 237; burial, C;9t).0; and #1,306 per year for college
expenses. Three-fourths or more felt as well covered by insur-
ance and savings as they could afford to be and said they felt
financially seeure. Those who felt financially secure also
tended to feel adequately covered by insurance.
Education was considered to be related to the financial
security of a family and deemed of more value to a young person
of today. Most families with children of pre-oollege age were
planning on college educations for their dependents.
